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ABSTRACT   

 

Apmere Angkentye-kenhe: Language as a music playing us describes a practice based 
research project that examines and actively attends to the valuing of particular local 
knowledges and forms of knowing. Alongside a shadow ‘un-knowing’ it considers these forms 
of knowing in their function as critical apparatus in this moment of globalised imagination and 
movement. The research was materialised through an artist-led social project Apmere 

Angkentye-kenhe (which translates from Central/Eastern Arrernte to English as ‘A Place for 
Language’) which was produced and designed collaboratively with Central/Eastern Arrernte 
people in Alice Springs, the town built on Mparntwe in Australia. The project created a 
language learning and exchange site in the centre of the Alice Springs CBD, designed for and 
accessed by both settlers and Arrernte families, which was advertised publicly and open for 
three weeks. Open-invitation events and activities that promoted and generated resources for 
engaging with the first language of Mparntwe were promoted at the site. The space was also 
open certain days over the three-week period for casual visits to engage with the tactile, visual 
and aural content contained within. 
  
Apmere Angkentye-kenhe sought to create situations that expose certain colonial ideologies in 
action both in the public work and in the interactions within its making; within my own research 
and within the practice. Methodologically the research prioritised the politics of listening over 
the politics of voice. The project materialised various questions of political responsibility and 
created situations for listening across alterity, both within its collaborative structure, and with 
and for a public. In writing about this work, I question the possibility for this type of practice to 
realise arts great emancipatory promises, illuminating where it can function as a neo-colonial 
force. Where awareness for the potential for harm must be held in tension in throughout many 
stages of the work are examined.  
 
The research interrogates what the vocabulary of art could affect in Mparntwe, when multiple 
campaigns in that context appear to require urgency? How can art, in this context, generate 
alternative temporal or spatial economies of exchange? Here I look at the implications of the 
research for relationships of local responsibility and listening on behalf of settlers – intimating 
the complications and philosophical double-binds into which we are tethered. 
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NOTES FOR ENGAGING WITH THIS TEXT 

 

You will have to read - Apmere Angkentye-kenhe - many times throughout this text. For project 

purposes, we generated a link for people to learn how to pronounce it, so I invite the reader 

also to engage with its sonic form: 

https://soundcloud.com/watch-this-space-ari/apmere-angkentye-kenhe-pronunciation  

 

And for a few more words that might come in handy: 

https://soundcloud.com/watch-this-space-ari/50-words-everyone-who-lives-in-mparntwe-

should-know  

 

As a matter of preference, I have not italicised words used here from the other languages this 

research has engaged with, except where they are names or emphasis is being given for other 

purposes. 

 

I have captioned the included photographs and graphic images and listed them as figures but 

am leaving the smattering of comic images to speak for themselves. Drawing and journaling 

has formed a massive part of note-making through the project phase and these illustrations 

have been adapted or drawn from that process. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
 
WHAT AM I TRYING TO KNOW/UN-KNOW? 

‘Apmere Angkentye-kenhe: Language as a music playing us’ examines the valuing of local 

knowledges and forms of knowing, attentiveness to ‘otherwises’ via artistic practice in their 

function as critical survival apparatus in this moment of hyper globalised awareness and 

movement. Art is inevitably about giving attention. The project is situated in the middle of 

Australia in a strange town where epistemologies have been awkwardly, often violently, 

colliding for around 150 years. The conscious objective of the research was not to consume, 

own or use the knowledge it engaged with to an advantage within this paradigm but to be an 

animating force in developing capacity to notice and attend carefully to what that knowledge 

can and could do here. The research engages the aesthetic, seeking to reorganize an 

expectation that knowledge come in a form immediately recognizable as knowledge. 

 

The notion of ‘Otherwise’ [as coined by Elizabeth Povinelli1] deftly summons structures of 

alterity and queernesses; shapes that cannot be economically rationalized, or as Gayatri 

Spivak writes, having “cultural axiomatics defective for capitalism”2. ‘Otherwise’, describes 

ways and forms it may be critical to pay attention to, in order that fear or vulnerability may 

learn to guard itself less alongside otherwise strength. It feels critical to attend those otherwise 

that already exist, and recognise they are not only antidotal future speculations, but flexes in 

the present, ongoing productions fizzing away in multiple places. ‘Otherwise’ captures a way of 

positioning things that is arguably, in relation to Indigenous worlds, itself otherwise to the droll 

and coercive idea of ‘marginalised’ or the romanticized notion of ‘traditional’.  

 

The research project was originally called The Tender Unraveling. What was to be approached 

in an unraveling gesture, was: the idea of a net that has been cast across the continent from 

over the sea, maturing in the bodies of the settlers and infiltrating those they – we – have 

subjugated in their – our – wake. On one’s own, it could be a lonely unraveling, one knot at a 

time that might undo or weaken the individual rather than the net. The unraveling is by 

absolute necessity a collaboration, enabling something other than just unraveling. The desire 

for the unknowing of colonial mindsets, in Australia, could not occur in isolation from the 

people who had lived, endured, survived and taught the implications of its violence. Undoing is 

a tender process – what void is created in the wake of something so robust and 

comprehensive coming apart? As an artist, I wanted to create an aesthetic moment that may 

                                                
1 Elizabeth A. Povinelli, “The Will to Be Otherwise/The Effort of Endurance,” South Atlantic Quarterly 111, no. 3 
(July 1, 2012): 453–75.  
2 Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, “Righting Wrongs,” The South Atlantic Quarterly, 523-581, 103:2/3, no. 
Spring/Summer (2004). 538. 
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activate in non-Indigenous people a sense of something that I have had a sense of – and that 

the aesthetic moment be created collaboratively between myself and indigenous people - in 

this case Arrernte people - took a sort of knowing, and an aesthetic of knowing. 

 

The research sought to create situations that expose certain colonial ideologies in action both 

in the public work and its interactions and within my own research and art practice. I was 

interested in what social practice, sound practice and listening practice could offer to explore 

these ideas, understanding that audio listening and political listening are distinct functions with 

an abstract relationship. I continue to be interested in examining whether the amorphous 

category of art merely acts as a buffer to these hard market collisions, with its own dogma, 

akin to the way the Church in Central Australia was once ‘softer’ than the doggers3 and 

pastoralists of brutal early-colonial logic. Could practice in these circumstances materialise 

arts great emancipatory promises, or would it be another neo-colonial force masquerading as 

progressive? “Progressive” can be neo-colonial, its whiteness masked. The research 

interrogates what the vocabulary of art could affect in Mparntwe, when multiple campaigns in 

that context appear to require urgency? How can art, in this context, generate alternative 

economies of exchange?  

 

The enquiry was concerned with how to non-violently, non-repetitively position an artistic 

practice in this scene of ongoing collision. The project tested in practice: How to own certain 

knowledge and work collaboratively without claiming too much power and airtime within a 

system that has assigned it to you because of the way you are assembled; How to inspire 

others not to give it to you or to each other based on that same reproducing assemblage; How 

to do something freshly, while remaining deft and accountable to the potential for harm. The 

impetus - as a settler/artist/coloniser, engaged the double bind of knowing and having 

experienced a potent little, but knowing that it is not one’s place to express elements of that 

knowing, through a concentrated attempt to move more freely - as responsibly - within the 

bind. Within the impetus there was cognizance to wrongness that wanted to know rightness. 

The project – to a certain extent - needed to dispel notions of rightness and be fluid within the 

possibilities and limitations, in order to move forward, and in order to keep itself working for a 

public. The work is not divorced from being an antidote to depression, as much as it is a 

response to depression. And depression is one logical response to the scene in which it was 

gathered, rising in this anthroposcenic route4. There are limits and paradoxes to my position; 

                                                
3 ‘doggers’ refers to the practice of dingo-scalping, initiated to aid the sheep industry by SA, NT and WA 
governments beginning in SA in 1912 and practiced though to the 1950s.  
4 Laurel Peacock, “SAD in the Anthropocene: Brenda Hillman’s Ecopoetics of Affect,” Environmental Humanities 1, 
no. 1 (May 1, 2012): 85–102, https://doi.org/10.1215/22011919-3609985. 
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but it is what it is, and to a certain extent cannot answer all of the questions it raises, but here I 

will present a story of the movements around the work, towards the work, and the work itself.  

 
The distance between the research questions required institutionally before the outset of this 

project and how those enquiries are now framed now reveals that the process is bearing fruit. 

The enquiries have reworked themselves many times, writhing out of the language they were 

once momentarily clothed in. They look less like questions now, more like grey areas, on the 

edge of a complex history of thoughts, given more articulate language.  

 

 
Figure 1: Apmere Angkentye-kenhe (the yellow shed) the night before we opened to the public, May. 

 

APMERE ANGKENTYE-KENHE – A PLACE FOR LANGUAGE 

 

“The Land needs words.” – Margaret Kemarre Turner5 

 

This research was materialised through an artist-led social project Apmere Angkentye-

kenhe (which translates in Central/Eastern Arrernte to ‘A Place for Language’) produced 

collaboratively with Central/Eastern Arrernte people in Mparntwe, Australia. Apmere 

Angkentye-kenhe was designed by myself in collaboration with a group of people who formed 

around the project from mid 2016 until the public work in mid 2017 and beyond. The project 

created a language learning and exchange site in the center of the Alice Springs CBD, 

designed for and accessed by both settlers and Arrernte families, which was advertised 

publicly and open for three weeks. The site hosted a series of open-invitation events and 

activities that promoted and generated resources for engaging with the first language of 

Mparntwe. The space was also open certain days over the three-week period for casual visits 

                                                
5 Margaret Kemarre Turner, Iwenhe Tyerrtye: What It Means to Be an Aboriginal Person (IAD Press, 2010). 194. 
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to engage with the tactile, visual and aural content contained within, and saw numerous 

visitors including locals and tourists in that time.  

 

The project hypothesised that Indigenous languages as a material for exchange and subject 

for discussion is at this present moment a deft method to materialise various questions of 

political responsibility. The enquiries manifested and morphed as multiple project ideas before 

arriving at this iteration. It was going to be at various stages a moonlit sound walk at the far 

Western end of the Larapinta Trail; a sound and performance work in the local Coles Carpark; 

a multi-lingual focused subversion of a language school; orthographic tea towels; we were 

going to pirate the radio waves; we were going to host a series of listening events. The major 

changes to its direction occurred in relation with the people who became involved in the 

conversations and situations for listening and learning generated in the path towards its 

fruition. At the time of writing this exegesis Apmere Angkentye-kenhe is living on beyond the 

MFA period, with further activity planned for 2018. I will further unpack my position in chapter 

four but it is important to note that the initial idea I presented to my future collaborators was 

something that sat more comfortably as an art project which hoped to activate unknowing of 

colonial thinking via engagement with multiple languages. As the project gained significant 

investment from the Arrernte group, and became expressly related to Central/Eastern Arrernte 

alone, the project grew in significance and commitment to its own intention. It took on making 

a substantial claim about the possibilities for language to work in this way - both internal to the 

project and to a public, which generated a huge responsibility for myself and the practice to 

carry. 

 

Thoughts that have contributed to this write up of the project were collected as notes made in 

the course of making Apmere Angkentye-kenhe. The collection of material which contributed 

to this writing also occurred in the form of informal conversations and more formal debrief 

discussions before, during and after the project activity with the collaborative project team, and 

observers of the project. I am naming people in this exegesis with their express permission 

both before we commenced activity and having viewed and read relevant parts of the 

document in final draft stages. A small series of formal interviews conducted towards a 

conference paper I wrote around settler experiences of learning Indigenous languages has 

also contributed to the writing and where I mention ‘interviewee’ it is to those that I refer. I 

interviewed eight people at that time who were known to me as non-Pitjantjatjara Pitjantjatjara 

speakers either through the community or because they were students of a Pitjantjatjara 

course I was co-teaching at the time. 
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TWO RECIPROCAL STRANDS IN THE WORK 

Whenever a space to talk about ‘language’ is opened with the Arrernte language custodians 

with whom I collaborated on the project, it comes forward so vehemently that the discussion is 

about so much more than language. Numerous times in conversation Arrernte people would 

express some desire to orient other people to where they really are; Where are you? You’re on 

Arrernte country. What does that mean? How should you act here? What does it mean to 

relate to this country, what is it to be born here, how do you relate to people? They also insist 

that it’s a storied landscape that is full of mythology, spirituality, meaning, altyerre — that word 

in its own right, not to be badly translated, but altyerre — the stories and law of a place. There 

is an absolute generosity in the desire to share this knowledge — they really want people to 

understand — not only because outsiders are ignorantly trampling all over a country that has 

this other whole system in operation, but also because it is an important way of being in the 

place. Arrernte people still offer that to settlers — this possibility of being in a place that way. 

In their approach, there is an utter frustration to what appears as willful blindness, countered 

by an enduring generosity. 
 

In its best instances, the project operated by simultaneously engaging my interests around 

unknowing coloniality and being attentive to local knowledges, and Arrernte people’s interests 

in passing on language knowledge – primarily within Arrernte families and communities, but 

also to a broader public. The project publicly positioned Arrernte language learning and the 

necessary associated listening as a potential site for critical reflection on the ways settler and 

Arrernte cultures encounter one another. I will describe the project in further detail in Chapter 

Five. The work is not about Indigenous deficit, disadvantage or a requirement to close a gap. It 

is more interested in the tendency within dominant narrative to overstate deficit, and what 

deficit, fantasy and misconception is exposed through that tendency. The work developed an 

understanding of the degree to which Aboriginal people are expected to perform within a 

political-economic system not of their choosing, that is not of my choosing either - yet within 

which of course I am well trained - and our collaborative navigation of that performance. 

Apmere Angkentye-kenhe required new relationships to be made, and was expressly about 

the generation of new relationships – people, things and ideas in proximity, being tested. It 

relied on some old alliances, and revealed some new alliances. And some old divides. I 

offered myself as a function for a purpose that I partially defined but left open for mutual 

development. The group collaborated on all major decisions about the project design. This 

group was formed gently and organically in consultation with pre-existing connections in the 

Arrernte world and via several small key organisations, growing to consist largely of people 

who were considered by the broader Arrernte community to be custodians and experts in 

language matters, and always in flux. The practice itself navigates and is engaged with by 
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communities that surround it, producing and negotiating a spectrum of enquiry that by nature 

positions itself differently depending on who it is being articulated in relation to. 

 

DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 

Discussion of this practice based research explores implications for an artistic practice to 

question, undermine and generate value, and experiment materially by generating cultural 

economies that enable inspection of broader political and economic conditions. Contextualised 

as social practice, the artwork is specifically local, co-designed by people who approach 

language work from distinct positions – custodians, artists and linguists.  

 

The analysis engages in part with the academic ‘turn to listening’ (see for example Dreher6, 

Thill7, Lloyd8) which acknowledges how an over-emphasis on voice and the representation of 

marginalised voices weights responsibility toward the marginalised. Cate Thill describes how 

“Voice is optimistically embraced as a solution to democratising social policy”9 – describing a 

“new interest in listening that challenges the way established hierarchies of attention privilege 

certain voices while undervaluing others.”10 The turn to listening interrogate the politics of the 

reception of counter-narratives, placing the responsibility back in the hands of the dominant or 

exclusionary. How do forms of listening operate upon the significance, meaning and efficacy of 

those voices? Discussion will more closely examine the responsibilities bound into modes of 

listening and receiving knowledges. This research seeks to contribute to discourse about the 

role of settlers working in Central Australian in creative practice. It experiments with 

unknowable potential for repair of devastation caused by colonisation and unknowing certain 

colonial mindset structures.  

 

The content of the creative work concerns language and its use, making an argument for a 

dexterous and specific application of language to enact a commitment to plurality. Accordingly, 

where it feels like a translation into English is insufficient, I use the terminology that has 

entered my lexicon and everyday use as an artist and researcher in these contexts and to 

more accurately describe people and land in and on their own terms. Anangu or tyerrtye 

                                                
6 Tanja Dreher, “Listening across Difference: Media and Multiculturalism beyond the Politics of Voice,” Continuum 
23, no. 4 (August 1, 2009): 445–58, https://doi.org/10.1080/10304310903015712. 
7 Cate Thill, “Courageous Listening, Responsibility for the Other and the Northern Territory Intervention,” 
Continuum: Journal of Media & Cultural Studies 23, no. 4 (August 2009): 537–48, 
https://doi.org/10.1080/10304310903012651. 
8 Justine Lloyd, “The Listening Cure,” Continuum 23, no. 4 (August 1, 2009): 477–87, 
https://doi.org/10.1080/10304310903003288. 
9 Cate Thill, “Listening for Policy Change: How the Voices of Disabled People Shaped Australia’s National Disability 
Insurance Scheme,” Disability & Society 30, no. 1 (January 2, 2015): 15–28, 
https://doi.org/10.1080/09687599.2014.987220. 15. 
10 Thill. 16. 
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mape11 describe the Pitjantjatjara and Arrernte people I work with and for. I include, with 

permission, the knowledge of my collaborators as they have shared within our mutually 

defined project. An important thing to note is that while the creative project deals with the 

representation of Arrernte cultural and linguistic knowledge, the research is not interrogating 

that knowledge but looking at the creation of the environments where the politics of exchange 

can be examined, and knowledge can be collaboratively developed, refused, shared and 

listened to.  

 

In ‘Rethinking Collaboration’, scholars Jones and Jenkins, from their position among a 

Pakeha-Māori scholarly writing collaboration, state: “The Self-Other hyphen as a positive 

marker of irreducible difference is a pedagogical site”12. This idea formed a significant premise 

for the research project, and extends to describe a generative creative site. The pragmatic and 

political challenges of collaborating across difference and unequal distribution of power – for 

all of us on this project I imagine - my Arrernte collaborators must do this in all aspects of their 

lives without much choice - is the friction in the work. It troubles and impels the work, providing 

an internal rehearsal for the macro ventures to which the project points. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
11 ‘mape’ is a Central/Eastern Arrernte spelling of ‘mob’ which has entered common use as a pluralising suffix like 
English ‘s’ 
12 Alison Jones and Kuni Jenkins, “Rethinking Collaboration: Working the Indigene-Colonizer Hyphen,” in Handbook 
of Critical and Indigenous Methodologies, ed. Norman K. Denzin, Yvonna S. Lincoln, and Linda Tuhiwai Smith (Los 
Angeles: Sage, 2008), 471–86. 480.  
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CHAPTER TWO – CONTEXTS 
 
APMERE MPARNTWE 

 

“And our Land is as sacred as yourself, as a person like you are.” – Margaret Kemarre 

Turner 13 

 

Apmere Mparntwe, upon which the town Alice Springs14 has been built, is Central Arrernte 

country. This chapter will discuss the context for the research practice, which forms an 

important part of the thesis, both to situate the reader, and as illustration of an ongoing 

outcome of the research and its commitment to understanding the specifically local conditions 

and catalysts for the project as a response to its circumstances. Alice Springs, a ragged 

interface with a perpetual turnover of transient settlers, many who come actively and 

unapologetically seeking some kind of experience with Aboriginal Australia, often initially 

unaware of the privilege and potential violence associated with that pursuit. A place where 

being from elsewhere (or not) is measured in visceral geological temporality, a place that 

speaks of a gap that seems not a gap but a decrepit maypole we dance around, irrevocably 

tethered. And other lives that defy that. These are fertile grounds for gross miscommunication, 

wild assumptions, poor listening, unfounded decision-making and numerous forms of overt 

and covert narrative warfare. We, living here, are invoked into latent patterns of relation that 

seem to defy our intuitions, but comply quietly, imagining initially that someone unseen has set 

these rhythms for some reason we cannot yet hear. Alice Springs, exhausted, and somehow 

impossible, and yet it goes on. There’s a rhythm to the surface cultural calendar that is more 

like an endurance test every year, while less immediately describable events are rearranging 

us. 

 

The focus of Apmere Angkentye-kenhe - to provide language education within Arrernte 

families - emerged as a response that avoided abstraction, occupying an explicit need 

identified by its Arrernte contributors, and recognised as crucial by members of a broader 

public upon realisation. The ‘need’ is articulated in the context of a systematic undermining of 

efforts on behalf of Arrernte people and their supporters to have language valued in political 

discourse and education. This has been witnessed in; the closure of Arrernte focused 

Irrkelantye Learning Centre and placement of children into mainstream education, the 

institution of the first four hours of English policy in all Territory schools (subsequently dropped 
                                                
13 Turner, Iwenhe Tyerrtye. 115. 
14 I will use Mparntwe or Apmere Mparntwe when talking about the Arrernte conception of the area Mparntwe 
including where this has entered my lexicon and Alice Springs when discussing the settler conception of the town, 
including where this exists in the lexicon of my collaborators. They are not – as sometimes elsewhere presented – 
interchangeable terms.  
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in 2012); the struggles of various schools to maintain bilingual programs, or have other 

subjects taught in children’s first languages and the ongoing failure to make institutional 

pedagogical spaces culturally safe for significant participation by Indigenous teachers and 

families. There are wonderful instances of defiance of this overarching trend which I am not 

ignoring in my assessment of this ecology. There have been many both well-intended and 

carefully considered approaches to practice on behalf of settlers working collaboratively with 

Indigenous educators and their communities however the overarching continued trend, 

according to the 2016 thesis of highly-regarded local educator/researcher Sam Osborne, 

“Aboriginal education in remote areas of Australia continues to be a contested focus for policy 

and practice, with little debate that actively involves Aboriginal people themselves.”15   

 

LATENT PATTERNS OF RELATION 

In [now deceased] Arrernte elder Wenten Rubuntja’s book The town grew up dancing he 

describes walking around Alice Springs in the 1980s. He is navigating sacred sites; his words 

evoke an imaginary of the town that defies how the landscape has been so drastically altered 

and ‘developed’. These changes have a huge impact on the daily patterns of navigation, but 

they don’t erase altyerre, they don’t erase the totemic creator beings whose presence still 

course through the land. Beginning in 2008, Apmereke artweye Doris Kngwarreye Stuart and 

local artists Dan Murphy and Lucy Stewart having been hosting subversive tours From Alice to 

Mparntwe that vulnerably and generously chart a series of specific violences done to sacred 

sites around Mparntwe. Doris emotively offers the brutal story of developers blowing up the tail 

of the Ntyarlke sacred caterpillar hill with dynamite on Christmas Day in 1983. What the group 

usher forth in the telling in turn blows up the apparent inevitability of urban development, 

offering a new lens, a new sense of the place, peeling back a layer. Apmere Angkentye-kenhe 

hypothesised that this is an aspect of what sustained language learning can do — give a 

possibility for one to see land in the way that land itself gave people language to describe itself 

with, as Margaret Kemarre Turner [AKA ‘MK’] might put it. 

 

Historian Patrick Wolfe’s oft-cited “invasion is a structure not an event”16 helps us to 

understand the inherent and insidious form of the ideology which runs through contemporary 

settler states, the reinforcing iron rod in the building of the Australian nation state. He unpacks 

specificities of the settler colonial structure and system of sovereignty as distinct and 

completely unaccountable to Indigenous systems of tenure. His work on settler-colonialism 

and genocide traces how “as practiced by Europeans,” both, “have typically employed the 

                                                
15 Sam Osborne, “Staging Standpoint Dialogue in Tristate Education: Privileging Anangu Voices.” (Victoria 
University, 2016). ii. 
16 Patrick Wolfe, “Settler Colonialism and the Elimination of the Native,” Journal of Genocide Research 8, no. 4 
(December 2006): 387–409. 388. 
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organizing grammar of race.”17 He traces how the processes of colonisation made the erasure 

and invisibility of other knowledge systems so viable and necessary to its project. Aboriginal 

knowledges have been perceived as non-existent, ground nearly out of existence, relegated to 

the margins or categorized and archived as historical artifact. Wolfe emphasises that the 

mechanisms of settler colonialism work not so much by one group of people seeking to 

replace another, but by an entire system of understanding and claiming land replacing another 

system. Colonial British sovereignty has been transplanted on top of an existing way of doing 

things but that in itself does not negate the Indigenous land system. They exist in the same 

place but without ever really speaking to each other. Goenpul scholar Aileen Moreton-

Robinson describes this as a ‘surface system’18 a spatial analogy that threatens the 

assumption of the Australian nation states inexorability.  

 

Australia is a vehemently racialized country; dispossession is not something to be consigned 

to the tense past, but a daily repeated violence, rippling through the micro and macro of lives 

in a tense present. Marxist economist David Harvey gave us the phrase for the settler colonial 

project “accumulation via dispossession”19 – capturing how the process is inherently based on 

the idea of eliminating 'the native', to make the project of land acquisition possible. Historian of 

the settlement of Aotearoa, Dame Anne Salmond describes the enlightenment era ‘cosmo-

model’ of thinking imported to settler colonies from Europe: ‘The Great Chain of Being’ 

whereby “the world is understood as a chain or a ladder with God at the top, followed the 

ranks of angels, a divine king, the ranks of the aristocracy, commoners, barbarians, savages, 

followed by non-sentient animals, insects, plants, minerals… and the earth itself right at the 

bottom of the chain.”20 This hierarchical ladder hangover haunts contemporary thinking across 

the colonised world. Salmond articulates how moving up the chain was defined as progress – 

ideology that underwrote policies of assimilation and underwrite a continued expectation that 

so many of the narratives of success for Aboriginal people in contemporary Alice Springs 

involve them performing successes in a way that it is implied it is almost despite their 

Aboriginality. This is the grammar that organises the narrative of the town.  

Povinelli describes how “the cultural frameworks subtending political economy (not the 

disputable ways of assessing political-economic systems) were long ago transmuted into 

                                                
17 Wolfe. 387. 
18 Aileen Moreton-Robinson, Is ‘Australia’ Morally Justifiable?, ABC The Minefield, accessed December 1, 2017, 
http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/theminefield/is-’australia’-morally-justifiable/8208136. 
19 David Harvey, “The ‘New’ Imperialism: Accumulation by Dispossession,” Socialist Register 40, no. 40 (March 19, 
2009), http://www.socialistregister.com/index.php/srv/article/download/5811. 
20 Anne Salmond and Radio New Zealand, The 2014 Rutherford Lectures: People and Power, Experiments Across 
Worlds by Dame Anne Salmond, accessed January 6, 2018, 
http://www.radionz.co.nz/national/programmes/rutherford-lectures/20141221. 
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neutral, natural, and objective fact.”21 when senses reorganize to incorporate images derived 

from alternative paradigms, this transmutation contributes to a sense of being gaslit by reality. 

Apmere Angkentye-kenhe made a basic claim to a public that Central Eastern Arrernte is the 

first language of apmere Mparntwe, inferring that English has been so recently transplanted as 

the organising discursive framework over much of the economic activity of the town.  

In a discussion concerning language policy in the Northern Territory, Amy Thomas concludes 

that “a continuing theme in approaches to Aboriginal politics, languages and education – and, 

indeed, to Aboriginal existence itself – is the idea that Aboriginal people ought to subordinate 

their existence as Indigenous people to make way for the demands of the Australian settler 

state.”22 She describes the Australian approach: “At best, there is no value assigned to 

Aboriginal languages and culture; at worst, [languages and culture] are blamed for Aboriginal 

disadvantage, and their practice continually undermined.”23 Contemporary mainstream 

discursive practices persist in positioning the Indigenous other as a problematic, and it is 

exasperating that in Alice Springs, rich in alternative perspectives, that vitriol still dominates 

the mediasphere. Regarding this town while immersed in critical theory of a global nature, the 

vicious racial squabbling and weaponized colloquy appears like colonisation’s end game, a 

rank theatre of annihilation. Exposure to the types of overt individual and structural racism 

present in Alice Springs is disturbing and formative. The people of the country, Arrernte, and 

other local groups are lumped together and judged by settlers on the standards of what makes 

a good white person or a good liberal life. It skulks through the rhetoric. The situation tasks us 

with the imaginary labour involved in considering what being the daily target of that could be, 

or to systematically ignore it. 

 

STRATIFIED EXISTENCES 

Within the highly transient culture-consuming section of the society in Alice Springs, the past 

fifteen years has seen a shift from a saturation of helpers, to domination by economic migrants 

of the middle-class variety and the accompanying reproduction of neoliberal conditions. It is 

apparent to progressive liberal settlers here that there is this profoundly other thing going on, 

but although the regulatory practices of Aboriginal people’s entry into the town were abolished 

in the fifties, it seems more possible than ever before here to live a middle-class life removed 

in more nuanced ways from Indigenous realities. I am interested in how the gentrified material 

structures that make middle class lives possible contribute to subject positions that: 

acknowledge the broader wrongs done to First Nations people, but stratify existence away 
                                                
21 Elizabeth A. Povinelli, “Do Rocks Listen? The Cultural Politics of Apprehending Australian Aboriginal Labor,” 
American Anthropologist 97, no. 3 (1995): 505–18, https://doi.org/10.2307/683270. 505. 
22 Amy Thomas, “It Is Still the Balanda Way,” Overland Literary Journal (blog), accessed April 10, 2017, 
https://overland.org.au/previous-issues/issue-226/essay-amy-thomas/. 
23 Thomas. 
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from engaging with the lived consequences. The project asks, how do you build 

consequentiality into consciousness? In ‘Trapped in the Gap: Doing Good in remote Australia, 

Emma Kowal argues that most white people in development are represented as insufficiently 

aware of their privileged positions or potential to reproduce racial hierarchies. She seeks to 

offer a more complex study of ‘white anti-racists’ who are highly aware of these dynamics yet 

unable to contend with the lack of effect their ‘good work’ is able to achieve; “the troubled anti-

racist is not the answer to global inequality, but the beginning of a new line of inquiry.”24  

MONOLINGUAL? 

Statistically Australia is not monolingual – there are more bilingual or multilingual people than 

monolinguals25 - but the national project dictates a single language sphere to govern our lives; 

the systems in which our economic, political, and to a large extent cultural, participations are 

measured are narrated in mono. And, as described by linguist Alastair Pennycook, English “is 

the language through which much of the unequal distribution of wealth, resources, and 

knowledge operates.”26 In a long form story detailing the construction of the self/other binary 

inherent to colonial thinking, via the tale of Friday and Robinson Crusoe, Pennycook writes, 

“Not only does Friday not get to speak in his own language, but he has been given very 

particular, colonizing English words to express his cultural background.”27 This captures a 

dynamic we see still in operation in Central Australia where the expressions of Indigeneity 

more likely to be heard in dominant discourse are trapped within a limited linguistic range – 

those with use of English that a dominant English-sphere recognises. The limiter is not merely 

English language itself but colonial rhetoric available to Indigenous people for expression. 

Other forms of expression, including Aboriginal ways of using English28 – come in less 

recognizable signifying cloaks, and thus are rendered less visible or ‘respectable’ as 

discourse. Colonial beginnings always feature stories of the ‘natives’ being taught English and 

the reverse is the minority; yet one more marker of the superiority narrative that drove Being 

Here from the outset.  

 

Before considering how languages might operate on us, the primary concern for the 

Indigenous languages of this land mass are the location-specific aspirations of language 

custodians. The process of making Apmere Angkentye-kenhe provided many forums for 

articulation and discussion on behalf of the Arrernte members of the group about current 

concerns for Arrernte, which underpinned much project activity and will be described 

throughout this document. 
                                                
24 Emma Kowal, Trapped in the Gap. [Electronic Resource] : Doing Good in Indigenous Australia (New York : 
Berghahn Books, 2015., 2015). 15. 
25 Michael Clyne, “Trapped in a Monolingual Mindset,” Principal Matters, no. 59 (May 2004): 18. 
26 Alastair Pennycook, English and the Discourses of Colonialism, 1 edition (London ; New York: Routledge, 1998). 
27 Pennycook. 15. 
28 Diana Eades, Aboriginal Ways of Using English (Aboriginal Studies Press, 2013). 
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“We want to keep language strong. If you don’t have language you’re nobody. 

Government don’t understand how we teach our kids our way – in a way that doesn’t fit 

in the mainstream. If we teach our kids the way we wanna teach them, in our own 

language, in our own culture – we know what is best for them – they don’t. We know 

what we’re doing and what does and doesn’t work for us. There’s no one giving us a 

chance. I know we can make a difference. Language and culture first.” (Project 

collaborator Lorrayne Gorey [AKA Lowlee] in Amy Thomas interview, 2017)  

 

In a documentary interview ‘Nothing Rhymes with Ngapartji’ Pitjantjatjara educator Makinti 

Minutjukur explains; “Nganampa wangka walytja nganana. Nganana tjinguru wangka 

wantikatinyi, munu nganana ananyi, nganana kawalarinyi. Our language is who we are. If we 

were to leave our language behind, and try to continue on, we would become lost.” 29 The loss 

of language/strength in life dichotomy is echoed throughout many voices from this space.  

 

BILINGUAL EDUCATION 

People from Indigenous language backgrounds are generally expected to learn English 

despite the systematic dismantling and chronic under-support of bilingual education and the 

evidence30 supporting it to be the most effective English literacy strategy. Research has also 

shown that it is valued by communities in ways that are incredibly important within their own 

self-defined systems. As historian of bilingual education Brian Devlin states “Bilingual, 

bicultural education is a tool for survival in a fast-changing, often confusing world. It can open 

up new, inspiring perspectives as learners from one culture come to grips with the metaphors, 

the core concepts, the key insights, the poetry, the art and music of the other culture.”31 

 

As reproduced for the timeline on the wall in Apmere Angkentye-kenhe: 

In the words of one remote NT school’s submission to a 1999 review into bilingual 

education: 

 

“We think that no one in the Education Department has read our reports because now you 

are paying people to come and ask us what we want again. Every year you ask us and 

every year we tell you but you don’t listen to what we say. Some community members say 

                                                
29 Suzy Bates, Nothing Rhymes With Ngapartji, Documentary (Ronin Films, 2010), 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lvo4p7QfMFI. 
30 Josephine Caffery, Patrick McConvell, and Jane Simpson, “Gaps in Australia’s Indigenous Language Policy: 
Dismantling Bilingual Education in the Northern Territory,” Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander Studies 24 (February 4, 2015) 
31 Brian Devlin, “Bilingual Education in the Northern Territory and the Continuing Debate over Its Effectiveness and 
Value” (AITSIS Research Symposium, Canberra, 2009), http://citeweb.info/20090827275. 
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that you will keep asking until we tell you that we want to be Balanda, then you’ll stop 

asking. We are not Balanda, our skin will always be black.” 

 

Bilingual education, while pragmatic for this current paradigm and worthy of full multi-layered 

institutional support - is in its later iterations itself not radical or subversive to a broader liberal 

project. After initial enthusiasm for it to be a way to maintain language and culture, its active 

support was premised on the desire - supported by many Aboriginal people and successive 

Governments - for a fuller Aboriginal participation in the ‘mainstream’. Its ultimate goal is 

school student’s uptake of English, predicated on well-supported theory32 that literacy is more 

readily acquired in a child’s first language. “Northern Territory program evaluations and 

international research findings have, on balance, indicated the comparative effectiveness of 

bilingual education. However, the current government even declines to accept the findings and 

recommendations of its own official reports.”33 So ignoring the evidence, justified by public 

claims that a full focus on English tuition would more adequately prepare students for full 

economic and social participation, support for bilingual programs since its pilot phase in five 

Northern Territory schools in 1973 (during the Whitlam era) has been subsequently eroded. 

After expansion into 26 Territory schools34 including Yipirinya School in Alice Springs, this 

number has now radically reduced to 8, and the programs themselves often reduced to small 

bit parts in the general schema of the curriculum. The weakening of bilingual education has 

occurred due to direct changes in policy and the approach to network of influential factors such 

as the education of appropriate teaching staff and the structure of employment in remote 

schools. The introduction of the first-four-hours-of-English policy following the Northern 

Territory Emergency Response in 2007 – also known as ‘The Intervention’ – marked the death 

knell for bilingual education.  

In recent and thorough ethnographic study into the effects of the first-four-hours-of-English 

policy conducted in Central Australia by socio-linguist Janine Oldfield, she comprehensively 

demonstrates how the adoption of this policy is founded on a “language and cultural hierarchy 

that entails a postcolonial construction of Indigenous people as ‘invisible’ and deficient.” She 

describes how supporting documentation for the policy “allude to Indigenous abnormality and 

failure and imply criminality.” These findings further illustrate the neo-assimilationist policies 

driven by neoliberal market-driven logic continue to devalue and render invisible the 

‘otherwise’ of language spheres.  

                                                
32 Brian Devlin, Samantha Disbray, and Nancy Regina Friedman Devlin, History of Bilingual Education in the 
Northern Territory: People, Programs and Policies (Springer Verlag, 2017), 
//www.springer.com/gp/book/9789811020766. 
33 Devlin, “Bilingual Education in the Northern Territory and the Continuing Debate over Its Effectiveness and 
Value.” 
34 Devlin, Disbray, and Devlin, History of Bilingual Education in the Northern Territory: People, Programs and 
Policies. 
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ON LANGUAGE FRONTIERS 

It is clear that the employment structures for professionals in multiple sectors in remote 

Australia are in keeping with a mobility and ubiquity that a globalized world promotes. Workers 

are encouraged to form a set of skills which have applicability in a variety of settings whether 

in community development, social work, health or education and to be able to provisionally 

occupy positions in comparable roles wherever other demands or whims of life may indicate. It 

is anecdotally valued by people who have themselves been around for longer durations in 

Central Australia to ‘stick around’ but not supported in policy or structure. An interviewee 

mentioned that social workers in the U.S.A applying for a position with Latino communities 

would be “laughed out of the room” without Spanish language skills. It would suggest that 

there is a system in operation which values Spanish as a mode of communication equitable to 

English, acknowledged as a 'real’ structure of transmission, and thus the people who use it 

worthy of having their distinct structure respected through engagement. In remote Australia, 

we have the situation where it is an absolute novelty for outsiders to engage with local 

languages, further eluded by superstitious fallacies that the languages are somehow 

impenetrable by outside minds.  

 

Workers often labour under the illusion that while interpreters are ideal, they can probably 

derive and express ‘enough’ meaning to get the job done, if enough time is given to the 

transaction. In the context of discussing my own deep bafflement as to how non-Indigenous 

non-language speaking workers cope and understand what is happening at any given time in 

their work with Anangu, I asked a fluent settler Pitjantjatjara speaker of her interpretation of 

this dynamic. She vehemently responded: “I’ve got absolutely no idea how the hell they 

function! Because… they just miss stuff! Women have come to me and said: “Look I really 

need to tell you something and I want you to write it all down and tell X.” And I’ve been like 

“Yeah but X is the anthropologist you’re working with!?” and it’s like “Yeah but she doesn’t 

understand Aboriginal people.” And then I’m thinking if this is a leading anthropologist in 

Central Australia that is saying a lot about communication.” 
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A LOCAL ART SCENE 

Alice Springs has a small population – around 27,000 people - a social body that one can 

almost imagine reckoning with as a whole. The arts community is, within that, very small, and 

so I have ongoing relationships of accountability to past projects, the potential of future 

projects, and friendships with people who are part of this research. I am in some senses a part 

of ‘the community’ in Alice Springs – bearing in mind an understanding that ‘community’ is not 

a singular concept but a collection of subjectively perceived groups. In this sense, the 

researcher is part of an arts community and a part of a non-indigenous community of people 

who have come to reside in the small town/area of Alice Springs as adults and made lives 

there and not an outsider distinct from the community. The unique situation that Alice Springs 

provides is one where people in positions of local power are not so far removed from an art 

scene. Not so far removed from a social scene, and sometimes, they are you. 

 

Watch This Space Artist Run Initiative (ARI) in Alice Springs was incorporated in 1994 by a 

vivacious art gang driven forward by the energies of much revered local artist and illustrator 

Pamela Lofts. The artists were among a wave of people drawn to Central Australia in the 

1970s and 1980s - part of the then nascent middle class made possible by viable careers 

generated in the wake of the institutionalisation of Aboriginal social justice movements. The 

ARI now remains responsive to the enthusiasms of those who feed it, maintaining a diverse 

program of local and visiting artists and supporting work in many forms. A traveling residency 

program has formalised the dynamic of transient artist visitors who come looking to relate to 

this place which roams large in an Australian imaginary. There is little overt language around 
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anti-market driven practice in operation in the non-Indigenous Central Australian art scene, but 

at least since Watch This Space has housed a scene, there has been a small steady stream of 

experimental practice outside of the expressly commodifiable or commercial, and work that 

seeks fresh idiom in relating to place. Watch This Space was the structure that Apmere 

Angkentye-kenhe grew out of – providing a bank account, my studio, meeting space, the 

support of the one paid employee and the conceptual entity from which to hang the impetus of 

a project. My past involvement with the space and its network of relations provided some 

legitimacy for the project with a settler public, and introduced new – albeit small - Arrernte 

audiences to the gallery and the possibilities for the organizational framework. Watch This 

Space maintains a small-scale DIY aesthetic to its practices - characteristic of artist run 

spaces. My commitment to structures less power-laden, or weighed down by middle-

management and aspirations to amplitude, underpins an ethic for the work. The association 

with Watch This Space is part of a commitment to avoiding the tropes of the powerful, as 

explored further in chapter three.  
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CHAPTER THREE – A MOVEMENT AWAY FROM OTHER 
PRACTICES  
 

“And the hand that you reach out is empty, as mine is. You have nothing. You possess 

nothing. You own nothing. You are free. All you have is what you are, and what you 

give.” – Ursula Le Guin, The dispossessed.  

 

WHAT TO MAKE HERE 

An artist asks; “What is going on and what is the thing to do or make?”, the available 

possibilities and methods so seemingly expansive, among the competing calls in an 

information saturated moment. One could posit that a ‘privileged’ or ‘mobile’ white artist has 

huge choice available. But the experience of making, alone testifies to a much more complex 

experience – all you have is what you are. But, when an individual practice rafts together with 

other individuals or institutions, the possibilities increase for the ideology driving the work to 

coalesce with modalities of making that reproduce power and class, or to defy that too. In the 

context of the social especially, work that is institutionally supported can become beholden to 

various instrumentalising approaches. Working in any capacity with Indigenous people 

amplifies the external and internal sense of risk of this potential, given a complex history with 

lack of agency in representation and manipulation by external powers within the arts and 

beyond. The world of artists working with Indigenous communities is laden with suspicion, 

jealousy, insecurity, competition, extractive possibility, shame, and I am invoked into that. 

Everyone knows there is an injustice that could be perpetuated and doubts the integrity of 

others, on the surface of a deeper doubt of their own practice.  

 

There are many structures - already logical to the denizens of Central Australia - available to 

the creative social practitioner and while ‘social practice’ is not a term that is known or used in 

art here, it would be arrogant to claim to have brought this form to this context. Rather, a place 

that has its economy heavily weighted in the social has been highly informative to the shape of 

this work. A majority of the population are engaged as producer or consumer of ‘social work’ 

from the grassroots to the church-based to NGO, to state or federally instituted, cultural and 

environmental tourism, the cultural industries of Indigenous visual art and community cultural 

development and the health and education sectors. Documentation and critical discussion of 

social practice devised within and around an art world assists me to find languages for what I 

think it is that we are doing, and doing differently. Examples from a “mixed panorama of 
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socially collaborative work”35 across the world influence my innovation, but the work ultimately 

is designed more from within the relationships to each other and to our context. And, there are 

other well-worn forms available to us in a place with a rich cultural otherwise in operation, and 

saturated with projects of a cultural, cross-cultural and intercultural character, many of which 

inspire and have contributed to the knowledge frameworks holding this project. 

 

I will detail the specifics of the method and processes that brought Apmere Angkentye-kenhe 

into existence over subsequent chapters, but in this chapter, I would like to outline some of the 

forms and practices the project navigationally sought to avoid or disassociate from. I will 

describe some of the fundamental political problematics faced by creative responses to 

marginalisation that can begin to echo, or outright mirror developmentalism. The move I 

sought to make could be characterised by the ‘turn to listening’ as mentioned in the 

introduction – a move to shift the emphasis away from the voice/story position on the 

continuum of activating ideas and toward the listening/processing position – emphasising 

settler/colonisers role in the narrative ecology. I will also briefly describe practices the work 

took influence from – a gesture towards a contextual review. The practice hoped to encounter 

a modality that operated somewhere distinct from the openness to uncertainty revered by 

contemporary art and the fundamental rights-based urgency driven localism of certain 

community based arts initiatives, while keeping its ears open and being driven by the needs of 

its constituents. In close proximity to the many headed beast of the Indigenous art 

market/production zone, an interest in anti-market driven practice and its overtly political 

nature positioned it more closely to forms of community cultural development practice. It is 

these forms I am more interested in a nuanced discussion concerning, for the purposes of 

interrogating how a commitment to growing a practice toward the possibility to, as artist 

researcher Danny Butt put it, “uncoercively traverse diverse epistemologies and practices.”36 

Or to tend the possibility for non-hegemonic, fresh affect upon a scene and to defy certain 

inevitabilities which might pull its potential into tired grooves. 

 

BIG hART 

My entry into community located creative practice came via what turned out to be a lengthy 

engagement as an artist and creative producer with Australian self-defined ‘social change arts 

company’ Big hART. I came into the company not from knowledge of their work or interest in 

that type of practice but because of existing relationships with the Pitjantjatjara community in 

Pukatja, South Australia. In 2005-2006 Big hART commenced the language and theatre 

                                                
35 Claire Bishop, “The Social Turn: Collaboration and Its Discontents,” Artforum 44, no. 6 (February 2006): 178–83. 
179. 
36 Danny Butt, “Critical Care in Creative Research,” Deans And Directors Of Creative Arts, accessed August 23, 
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project Ngapartji Ngapartji there, on which I worked until 2011 before a number of other 

projects. That project worked with similar terrain that this research interrogates, and ushered 

forth some wonderful moments, relationships and achievements for languages. The 

experience has been hugely influential on my practice, but here I want to look at some of the 

perceived problematics I have sought departure from, acknowledging that this work by nature 

– Big hART’s, my own and many projects and companies, such as Footscray Community Arts 

Centre, Curious Works, Incite Arts and others in this Community Cultural Development (CCD) 

territory – walks always on a knife edge between possibility and harm.  

 

Big hART posits that creative practice derived in communities “when mentored by artists and 

cultural workers who have practiced virtuosity” only adds strength to the work rather than 

detract from its artistic merit. Drawing inspiration from Edward Said’s notion that “nations 

themselves are narrations”37, Big hART’s work, similarly to a number of other companies, 

seeks to make visible marginalised Australian narratives in multiple locations. Coursing 

through the behind-the-scenes of producers of narrative based work, are the fraught 

negotiations with power relations between ‘influential artist/producer’ and ‘marginalised 

community representative’ and every position between. “Stories make the world” and whole 

creative industries – especially documentary film – have developed with this specific mandate. 

The idea with work concerned with visibility, voice and storytelling, is that once the emotions of 

the influential have been triggered via the emancipatory and transformative languages of art, 

they will be moved to use their privileges to ‘change the story’. Big hART’s mantra “It’s harder 

to hurt someone if you know their story”38 has its veracity – but in turn, could it be easier to 

hurt someone if they become re-obscured as their story is instrumentalised in the telling by 

other forces?  

 

Encoded in Western thinking and inherent in the rhetoric of much community cultural 

development work is the possibility for art to enact change we perceive as necessary and yet 

why does the word induce a sense of arrogance? Is it because it is chained to narratives of 

‘progress’ and progressiveness? How does unshackling from the idea of things getting better 

free one (to maybe make better things)? “Progress is just another name for the self-absolution 

of the world which calls itself "white."39 And how is that unshackling enabled? The ‘change’ 

narrative implies a kind of urgency that when imposed from within a position of privilege 

implies a sickly benevolence. The urgency, I would argue, is to examine what we have and 

see it for what it can do in the present – an urgency located in horizontal depth rather than the 

                                                
37 Edward W. Said, “Culture and Imperialism,” in Culture & Imperialism (HIA Book Collection), 1993, 1. 
38 Big hART, “Big HART Website,” BIGhART, accessed December 12, 2017, https://www.bighart.org/. 
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imagined linear vertical of time, an antidepressant, an activating scent of fresh possibility. 

Gayatri Spivak’s work returns to discussion of any educative process as an “uncoercive 

rearrangement of desires.”40 

 

THUD 

In the act of telling a public what the work is doing or setting out to do, its function is 

prescribed, deadened, its possibility for affect dampened. In a precarious and competitive 

arena, CCD companies - similarly to many NGOs, need to be prescriptive about their own 

function, to guarantee their own survival and allow the nest in which experimentation may 

occur be feathered. But in so doing could they reduce the possibility for a yet unknown 

otherwise? As much as a drowning in the rhetoric of their own intention might enable certain 

tired readings or stifle the possibility for the punching out of other cerebral real estates in 

audiences; artists, cultural workers and community participants themselves in turn stand the 

risk of becoming beholden to the logic that certain bureaucratic or community art languages 

uphold. These knowing voices who come from an authenticity laden proximity to marginalised 

groups become thick with their own ideology, hurried by the copy deadline, twisted by the 

funding guidelines. There’s a lot of trade-offs to get the job done. And the job is URGENT!  

 

Apmere Angkentye-kenhe collaborator MK Turner articulates a temporal approach to knowing 

in her book ‘Iwenhe Tyerrtye: What it is to be an Aboriginal Person’: “old people, they used to 

say, “that tree is sacred. And that creek”. But not really telling them what that really means, but 

they can only see themselves what that tree meant to them. What it is. That’s how we know it. 

And it’s really hard… you gotta sit down and talk for a long time to get people to understand”41 

In a discussion of the problematics of urgency as a motivator in arts practice artist Danny Butt 

outlined: “My concern with the rush to make our action commensurate with our modelled 

timescale is that in doing so we forget the time it takes to learn what we need to in order to 

share effectively in responsibility to a part of the planet across that division, which is not the 

same as a responsibility to a global process.”42 

 

AVAILABLE CRITIQUE – VOICES FROM WITHIN THE ‘COMMUNITIES’ 

Critiques of the way that artists work with communities are increasingly available, as new 

communities in question arise and media technologies open the way people are able to 

organise. Advocacy agency RISE: Refugees, Survivors and Ex-detainees has produced a 

checklist/manifesto in response to the increasing awareness around refugee crises in Australia 

                                                
40 Spivak, “Righting Wrongs.” 526. 
41 Turner, Iwenhe Tyerrtye. 207. 
42 Danny Butt, “Undoing Urgency – Http://Dannybutt.Net,” in Undoing Urgency (Urgent Ecologies, Contemporary 
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and the benevolent creative responses to their issues: ‘10 THINGS YOU NEED TO 

CONSIDER IF YOU ARE AN ARTIST – NOT OF THE REFUGEE AND ASYLUM SEEKER 

COMMUNITY - LOOKING TO WORK WITH OUR COMMUNITY’. One item on the list states: 

“Participation is not always progressive or empowering: Your project may have elements of 

participation but know how this can just as easily be limiting, tokenistic and condescending. 

Your demands on our community sharing our stories may be just as easily disempowering.”43 

In the radical art-spheres of Melbourne, formative and emotive debates over authorship, 

tokenism, agency, identity, curation embolden a growing decolonial movement which 

catalyses a slow but increasing literacy around the implications of privileged artists working 

socially. 

 

Roger Sansi explains how “participatory art practices have become tools to manage 

communities”44 Community cultural development arts practice is more likely to be weaponised 

in this type of service, because it requires significant funding to achieve its intentions, the nest 

to be feathered to enable the types of social relationships necessary to make the work. 

Whereas an independent practitioner has comparative freedom – and the associated precarity 

– to be politically deft. We must examine the relationship between what work gets funded and 

broader neoliberal policy underpinning those decisions, whether bad money can be used to do 

useful things, and how the purse strings weave into the creative threads. And, as I have 

discussed, to the extent that we create reality with our discursive practice, what languages 

does the work become implicated into, and how does this reflect back on communities 

understanding of themselves and ability to self-articulate?  

 

THE FRAMING SHOP  

Desert painting, these wild images that pump urban Mparntwe with colour, and depart in 

droves in every direction – beautiful, strong, celebratory work that can be affective and 

illustrative of epistemologic otherwises. At the framing shop, its edges are crisped ready for 

the white wall of a gallery or minimalist fashion home. The framing shop is a liminal space 

where the rogue becomes domesticated, a step, not the first, in a transmogrification into a 

trade-off for Australian shame, divorced from the conditions of its making. This is not to deny 

its quality or to say that individuals in the transaction cannot be aware of the conundrum, or 

that artists aren’t profiting from the work. It is a site where the function of the dominant frame 

for the Indigenous otherwise is in crisp relief. It also stands as a metaphor for the behind-the-

scenes of how other forms of Indigenous stories are told within a liberal society. Liberalism 
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forms the frame, and otherness is absorbed or characterised against it. The rhetoric of 

‘inclusion’ obviously begs the question of who is able to include. “Through strange 

encounters”, Sara Ahmed writes, “the figure of the ‘stranger’ is produced, not as that which we 

fail to recognise, but as that which we have already recognised as ‘a stranger’. In the gesture 

of recognising the one that we do not know, the one that is different from ‘us’, we flesh out the 

beyond, and give it a face and form.”45 As Indigenous curator Kimberley Moulton expresses: 

First Peoples’ place has been as the “other”, to be housed in the vitrine in various ways as 

body, blade, basket, shield or bone.”46 

 

MULTICULTURAL DIVERSITY 

In The Cunning of Recognition Povinelli et al. write of how ‘multicultural’ forms of recognition 

work to maintain the arrangement of liberalisms ideals rather than challenge them toward a 

more truly democratic possibility. As seen in (Hage47, Ahmed48, Povinelli49) diversity and 

multiculturalism manifest as ways of managing the demands for equality while keeping racial 

hierarchies intact. The diverse participant must perform their diverseness in ways that are 

essentialised, managed or framed and can do violence to individual and community 

subjectivity. Rather than diversity referring to an objective measure, it needs to be understood 

as a practice that manages race in a way that sustains existing power relations. ‘Diversity’ 

itself is not the problem, but how it becomes a trope to be managed by others, a token 

inclusion by those with the power to include. Saha explains a more radical approach: “A 

radical diversity is not just about hitting the jackpot of demographic parity, but instead 

demands attention to how inequalities are produced and need to be challenged at both the 

structural and symbolic levels.”50 Povinelli explains how for a mainstream “reconciliation with 

multiculturalism ends where a conceptual accommodation to a multi-economism would 

begin.”51 

 

DEXTERITY 

I think of my gnawing distaste for the word ‘diversity’, particularly in the context of the arts, 

thinking perhaps ‘dexterity’ is a word that is primed to jump in that ring. A dexterous cast of 

storytellers. Dexterous representation. Encouraging dexterity. What is the practice which I 
                                                
45 Sara Ahmed, Strange Encounters : Embodied Others in Post-Coloniality (London ; New York : Routledge, 2000), 
http://trove.nla.gov.au/version/46667464. 
46 Eshragi, Léuli et al., “On First Nations Agency in Our European-Based Cultural Institutions,” Artlink Magazine, 
March 1, 2016, https://www.artlink.com.au/articles/4437/on-first-nations-agency-in-our-european-based-cult/. 
47 Ghassan Hage, White Nation: Fantasies of White Supremacy in a Multicultural Society (Psychology Press, 1998). 
48 Ahmed, Strange Encounters. 
49 Elizabeth A. Povinelli et al., The Cunning of Recognition: Indigenous Alterities and the Making of Australian 
Multiculturalism (Durham, UNITED STATES: Duke University Press, 2002), 
http://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/unimelb/detail.action?docID=1167838. 
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consider to be dexterous? Acknowledging that the problematics I have touched upon within 

CCD come from an insider position, and acknowledging that by positioning themselves toward 

contemporary art, some social practices can avoid these problematics simply in the way they 

are described for a public, given the conventions of the form.  

 

HARMONIUS COMMUNITY 

Community cultural development practices at their most cringe-inducing often cite ‘harmony’ in 

the ‘community’ as a primary desired outcome. At first take what couldn’t be good about that? 

But of course, harmony is what the liberal good life wants - it suits people in already 

harmonious positions, so their image of reality can be reflected and unchallenged. It smoothes 

over existing inequalities by seeking to ameliorate without shifting power. ‘Harmony’ can be in 

opposition to what is desired or expressed by marginalised groups. Miranda Joseph has put 

together a comprehensive work critiquing the mobilization of the word ‘community’ as 

deployed in creative contexts. She writes “community is always invoked as an unequivocal 

good, an indicator of a high quality of life, a life of human understanding, caring, selflessness, 

belonging.”52 Leaving no room for critical agonism, ‘community’, deployed as a singular entity 

excludes with the language of inclusion. In her critique of the mobilization of the term 

‘community’ and its use, Miranda Joseph hopes that an interrogation will create “a space for 

creative thinking about the constitution of collective action, where the term community would 

operate so effectively to shut down such thought.”53 

 

AVOIDING SUCKING UP  

Performing in the mode of the powerful, seeking traditional shapes of success and visibility for 

creative work by necessity replicates power structures. For example, ‘we’ are pleased to see 

Indigenous ‘success’ in a dominant sphere. What success looks like – or could look like – to 

those same people that are being celebrated in ‘our’ own image, remains opaque and subject 

to its own confusion given the potent vogue presence of what defines prosperity. The choice to 

include certain elements of Indigeneity or blackness or queerness can be a further violence, 

not a choice someone should be able to make for someone else, and ultimately dilutes or 

negates the message. Who is the work ultimately performing for? Holding an awareness of the 

mimetic flow of power forms as the aesthetic is mobilised in service of the work. Apmere 

Angkentye-kenhe did not avoid the dangers I describe in this chapter altogether, but some 

structural things meant we were able to refuse certain tropes, and perform refusals, which I will 

describe in subsequent chapters. 
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WHO’S AFRAID OF CONTEMPORARY ART? 

There is a violence to be found in contemporary art too, in the way that it can abstract and 

make damply symbolic work from suffering and otherness, commodify and rebrand the insane, 

the black, the female in the name of archetypal through-lines of collective concern. Who 

abstracts for who? Contemporary art can be the dark brother of CCD’s blanket of harmony, 

erasing questions of authorship with its similar claims to criticality or significance.  

 

“One is that part of modern art's very being consisted of emulating that which was alien 

to it. That is, its autonomy was based upon a relation of troubled proximity—whether of 

rejection or mimesis—to the banal social, economic, material facts from which it 

operated at a remove. A degree of “near distance” was necessary to provide it with 

new resources drawn from “alienated reality,” which it would process into increasingly 

less formal and independent articulations as the transition to the “contemporary” made 

its impact felt.”54 

 

Grant Kester traces how a “valorization of ambiguity” is a part of a “long standing avant-garde 

tradition”55. He describes how: “The tension between the openness, sensitivity to difference 

and vulnerability that characterize the artists own relationship to the world and the paradoxical 

drive to “master” viewers by violently attacking the semantic systems through which they 

understand and situate themselves in that same world remains unresolved.”56 

 

THE SOCIAL RELATION TO ART 

Socially engaged practices in one sense stand as a deliberate gesture away from forms of 

‘high art’ and highly abstracted art that are cloistered and controlled by institutions with 

bourgeois hangovers and ongoing struggles to deal with their own elitism. As broadly 

discussed by scholars of social practice, (see for example Purves57, Bishop58, Kester59, 

Helguera60) cutting out the performance, product or object, the end game of a complex creative 

process, has appeared to be a solution for many artists. Instead they have sought to make 
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social relations themselves the site of artistic production and, to “slow down a moment of 

exchange long enough for us not just to see it fully, but to ask why.”61 

 

Of course, the abstraction of making art or engaging in philosophy is invigorating to a practice, 

and this rejection in the practice must recall what it owes to an aesthetic education. In 

‘Education for Socially Engaged Art’, Helguera argues against a complete divorce from 

‘traditional’ or studio based art practices, proposing that “if we understand the history of the 

forms of art, the ideas that fueled them, and the way these ideas were communicated to others 

we can transpose and repurpose them to build more complex, thoughtful and enduring 

experiences.”62 Some of the methods characteristic of a social way of making might be 

allowing materials to find form rather than giving form to materials, allowing things from the 

material realm to be what they are, curbing anxiety around how people might perform within 

the work, knowing that we all become characters in this field of production. Grant Kester 

describes how "A dialogic aesthetic suggests a very different image of the artist; one defined in 

terms of openness, of listening, and a willingness to accept dependence and intersubjective 

vulnerability. The semantic productivity of these works occurs in the interstices between the 

artist and the collaborator"63 

 

PUBLIC PEDAGOGY – DISCURSIVE KNOWLEDGE FIELDS 

It could be characterised that any work of art is a form of public pedagogy, but of course some 

work – and there is a long history of such experimentation – is explicit in its intention to create 

alternative public learning contexts, and to experiment with the terms upon which we come 

together in order to learn or teach. The “social turn”64 has included many artists, inspired by 

various pedagogic manifestoes and propositions emerging from philosophy and literature who 

seek to apply them in ‘real life’. Apmere Angkentye-kenhe could be construed in these terms. 

Although as I have expressed earlier in this chapter how the project was designed more from 

within its relationships and context, I do want to briefly describe some of the work that I have 

been aware of, or been made more aware of along the journey of bringing the project into 

being. 

 

Cybermohalla is a network of experimental labs in Delhi, set up in areas of poverty with a 

focus on access for women and children to learning technologies that enable listening, writing 

and discussion between networked groups. The Cybermohalla labs were set up as 
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“experimental spaces to explore ways of looking at the relationship between technology and 

the urban poor beyond the lens of developmentalism.”65 Shveta Sarda discusses the 

destabilization of the central authoritative figure of the teacher in the pedagogic experience of 

Cybermohalla: “Cybermohalla’s practices of collaborative writing and making create conditions 

for a deliberately unstable and relational field of knowledge production, where possibilities for 

new ethical modalities emerge.”66 She talks about the transformative possibilities that open up 

within this rhizomic pedagogical space and via relationships with technologies: “Critical to the 

engagement is an acute consciousness of and constant reflection on the relations between 

friendship and knowledge, knowledge and conditionalities of speech, knowledge and silences, 

knowledge and sharing.”67 

Pablo Helguera problematises the proliferation of the pedagogic attempt in artwork, pointing 

out where a refusal - and this comes back to Kester’s point about the valorisation of ambiguity 

– for some artists to be at all specific about what the learning outcomes might be, or to 

evaluate outcomes in the fear of ‘instrumentalising’. He states: “there is a difference between 

symbolic and actual intervention.”68 and poses the question: “Why should a mediocre 

education program be celebrated as this wonderful relational aesthetics piece, when a 

wonderful education program that really changes people’s lives can never be considered an 

important artwork?”69 He touches on a sense that I have from art worlds I traverse of a hunger 

for the real world, an exit from the symbolic that can feel vampiric on the part of artists – 

particularly the enthusiasm shown to me at times for ‘the Indigenous encounter’. Apmere 

Angkentye-kenhe, produced collaboratively within the conditions of the actual intervention it 

sought, avoided the weak pedagogy Helguera flags in the interview titled ‘A Bad Education’. 

Thomas Hirschhorn’s Gramsci Monument approached public pedagogy in a way that divided 

critics, opening up that critique of the ethics of collaboration with his work that inserted a 

roughly hewn, multi-faceted, participatory tribute to philosopher Antonio Gramsci in a housing 

commission in New York’s Bronx. Hirschhorn created what could be interpreted as a 

patronizing benevolence; a gift; or an assertion of the possibility for collaborative knowledge 

construction in its situation – aligning with Gramscian philosophy that ‘every human being is an 

intellectual’. Because Hirschhorn comes at a socially engaged practice with an established 

contemporary art reputation, it does, in my view, change the way the work is perceived, 

bringing up complex questions around the ecology of voice and authorship. Apmere 
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Angkentye-kenhe avoids this - to an extent - because I am only mildly visible as an artist and 

am not seeking in any significant way to publicise the work beyond the context of its potential 

efficacy. Hirschhon stated “It is my logic not to choose specific cities, specific contexts, or 

specific community places for my monuments. Because I am looking for universal places.”70 

An interesting proposition. It seems to me an awkward type of gesture, trying to 

simultaneously perform transformative pedagogy while didactically honouring transformative 

philosophy – or maybe therein lies a strength? It raises questions around the construction and 

knowledge of a public which I will discuss further in chapter five. 

 

Wiradjuri and Kamilaroi artist Jonothan Jones work with Kaldor Public Art Projects barrangal 

dyara created a large-scale installation in Sydney’s Royal Botanic Gardens at the site of the 

former Garden Palace – which once housed many significant Indigenous artifacts and burned 

to the ground in 1882. Alongside a large and visually striking sculptural intervention in the 

garden, the temporary installation also included sound, sculptural and dialogic elements, 

offering workshops and events and multiple ways a public could involve themselves with the 

work, either as deliberate visitors or passers-by. The work explicitly dealt with threatened 

Indigenous knowledges in both symbolic ways and through direct pedagogical opportunities to 

learn from a diversity of elders around numerous cultural practices, including language. 

barrangal dyara invigilator Anna Wattler – who also conducted research on her experience 

discusses how in the project, which she locates using Suzanne Lacy’s  terminology ‘new genre 

public art’, participation is constituted at multiple points throughout the process: “In barrangal 

dyara for instance, participation might have taken place during the assemblage of 

soundscapes, in a research symposium or in the installation itself.”71 She discusses how this 

disperses the art experience from the singular – the ‘art’ is redistributed across the entirety of 

the research, design, making, performing and being together. Wattler frames the potential for 

the work as a site to house ‘critical agonism’ from which she draws on the work of Chantal 

Mouffe to describe how “through the construction of a plurality of public spaces that allow for 

discord, hostile conflict between enemies can be transformed into a discussion between 

adversaries, antagonism into agonism.”72 Wattler concludes her description of the work with an 

optimistic speculation on the possibility that “fleetingly temporary projects like barrangal dyara 

may be able to challenge and impact bigger institutional frameworks, slowly deconstructing 
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and fracturing the dominant episteme.”73 
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CHAPTER FOUR - METHODOLOGY & ETHICAL CONCERNS 
 

FORMATION 

Understanding a certain amount about how white supremacy functions in Australia is like 

opening a Pandora’s box. One understands that one cannot close the box and walk back into 

a nice white life where one no longer has to engage seriously with the consequences of an 

unequal distribution of power. I owe the bulk of my formation with regard to understanding 

settler coloniality to Pitjantjatjara people and experiences of the world shared in their company. 

This learning took place while collaborating on numerous endeavours – mostly while living on 

Anangu Pitjantjatjara Yankunytjatjara Lands – which, notably is Aboriginal Land by vulnerable 

legal status rather than in the unceded sovereign sense relating to much of Australia. Because 

the bulk of my education happened here in Central Australia, it is also where it follows to apply 

what I have learned. It informs a methodology of endurance and application to a specific 

scene.  

 

The acute discord of moving between queer spaces and edges of an art world in Melbourne 

and the divergent lifestyles in close proximity in Central Australia has become a kind of 

inescapability – the different spaces inform and confuse the practice and generate awareness 

of the necessity for code-switching between the modalities required in the variant arenas. 

There is a precarity to the near-constant motion – finding sustenance in the uncertainty of 

disparate rhythms disturbing and undermining positions is part of the work. I do not see myself 

as more, or less ‘at home’ in either of these places - that I do not intend to cast as binaries, nor 

in Aotearoa where I grew up. Troubled notions of belonging underpin the work – being a part 

of an Alice Springs community is a useful position, neither entirely true or untrue. 

 

Trusting institutions to provide appropriate frameworks when they themselves have been 

founded on the philosophies that have generated unequal distributions of power is troubling. 

Trusting oneself to act ethically when the body one has been supplied with for this lifetime 

brings with it such well documented blindness forms the other essential starting point for these 

considerations. The question of acting at all as a white person in Central Australia - once 

certain mythologies have started to unravel, can generate an immobilising quandary.  

 

Asking if it Is it ethical to impose oneself upon this scene, precedes the specificities of how, 

acting as the shadow questions to formalised research questions – operating in the 

background and interrogating the ethical frameworks of our practices. Deconstructing the idea 

that one is ‘good’, or can be good or ‘right’, in this context, is a delicate process - a tender 

unraveling. ‘Goodness’ appears central to an advanced liberal protestant-originated 
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mythology, along with equality, freedom of speech and the rest. Un-singularly, Central 

Australia is a field that can act aggressively upon these mythologies. I would argue that while 

‘burn-out’ or disillusionment often gets attributed to vicarious trauma and exhaustion in under-

resourced working environments, that it is more fundamental contradictions with the 

architecture of values and unfolding experience ‘on the ground’ that really busts up the psychic 

puzzle.  

 

Emma Kowal describes “a recognition of intense identity work that consumes so much energy 

in Indigenous affairs” and charts a process whereby workers “manage the tension between 

attaining statistical equality…and maintaining essential Indigenous difference” by focusing on 

‘remediable difference’ [in health outcomes]. She notes how the intensive focus on identity and 

positionality sought to maintain integrities in the face of more intractable dilemmas in order to 

“preserve the possibility of ethical White anti-racist intervention on deserving, authentic 

Indigenous subjects.”74 The discursive field still arcs toward a focus on the problem of 

disadvantage as something that is specifically the malaise of Indigenous Australia. This 

research pragmatically acknowledges Rosalie Kunoth Monks assertion “I am not the 

problem.”75  

 

ALLIES? 

Jones and Jenkins76 theorise the inexorable erasures that can occur when dominant cultural 

agents assume shared positions with Indigenous collaborators. Building collaborative 

relationships in the course of this work involves carving out where my own unease with settler 

colonial society or government policy does share some mutuality with the Indigenous people I 

work alongside and where the multiple complex positions that constitute ‘me’ and like wise 

‘them’ are not shared. From across positions, we collaborate to form objectives, and the 

careful observance, negotiation and management of instances where positions and objectives 

are shared and not shared within this project framework is key.  

 

As discussed in Chapter Three, my practice has been long divorced from an explicit desire to 

‘help’ ‘the other’, as further informed through engagement with decolonial theory and critiques 

of developmentalism such as that of such as Gary Foley77, Linda Tuhiwai-Smith78, Clare 

                                                
74 Emma Kowal, “Trapped in the Gap,” in Engaging Indigenous Economy (ANU Press), accessed February 14, 
2018, https://doi.org/10.22459/CAEPR35.04.2016. 
75 “Primates, Poularism and Utopia,” QandA (ABC, June 9, 2014). 
76 Jones and Jenkins, “Rethinking Collaboration.” 
77 thejuicemedia, Gary Foley: Advice for White Indigenous Activists in Australia, accessed February 28, 2018, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uEGsBV9VGTQ. 
78 Linda Tuhiwai Smith, Decolonizing Methodologies: Research and Indigenous Peoples (Zed Books, 1999). 
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Land79, Aileen Moreton-Robinson80, Eve Tuck and K Wayne Yang81 and Giyatri Spivak82; and 

the informing primary investigations of post-colonial theorists such as Edward Said83 and 

Frantz Fanon84. I feel comfortable with the notion that white ‘allies’ are necessary to 

Indigenous struggles as supported by thinkers like Bruce Pascoe85 and Tony Birch86, but I do 

not think of myself straightforwardly as an ally. Although I understand it could easily appear to 

an observer that the settler artists behind this project were categorically supporting Indigenous 

projects – and indeed the project did move that way, it did not form the originating impetus. I 

am an ally in a sense, but at the fore is the aspiration to position the educative work my 

practice might achieve among my own settler demographic. This project is not singularly about 

non-indigenous people supporting Indigenous objectives, but looks for a position among the 

reciprocal value shifts that could occur when collaborating to examine the movement of 

knowledge.  

 

The far right and the radical left at times both use and are perceived to use Indigenous groups 

for their own political claims and objectives. It is my task to find a flexible and workable 

position that internally acknowledges my own somewhat radical political agenda and a 

diversity of views across the Arrernte world and navigate the practical complexity of hosting 

dialogue and making work. Collaboration on a project can mean to the outsider that internal 

divergent subject positions appear amalgamated, and I think Apmere Angkentye-kenhe’s 

multiple intentions allow for a more robust experimentation with articulating – within the doing - 

distinct subjectivities. It is easy for people from afar, for example anti-intervention campaigners 

in the South-east, to imagine more consistent perspectives from Indigenous people in the 

Northern Territory and make instrumental their bodies. To say less, and listen more both within 

the work and with the work allows the varying positions to breathe and get in each other’s way 

less, learn from each other. “Thinking of the ethical relation as an embrace, an act of love, in 

which each learns from the other, is not at all the same thing as wanting to speak for an 

oppressed constituency.”87 

 

                                                
79 Clare Land, Decolonizing Solidarity: Dilemmas and Directions for Supporters of Indigenous Struggles (London: 
Zed Books Ltd, 2015). 
80 Aileen Moreton-Robinson, Talkin’ Up to the White Woman: Aboriginal Women and Feminism (Univ. of 
Queensland Press, 2000). 
81 Eve Tuck and K. Wayne Yang, “R Words: Refusing Research,” in Humanizing Research: Decolonizing 
Qualitative Inquiry With Youth and Communities (SAGE Publications, Inc, 2013), 223–47. 
82 Spivak, “Righting Wrongs.” 
83 Edward W. Said, Orientalism, Penguin Classics (London : Penguin, 2003., 2003). 
84 Frantz Fanon, Black Skin, White Masks (Pluto Press, 1967). 
85 Bruce Pascoe, “We Are the Australians, We Have the Power,” Pursuit (blog), April 13, 2016, 
https://pursuit.unimelb.edu.au/articles/we-are-the-australians-we-have-the-power. 
86 Tony Birch, “Working Beyond Privilege: Aboriginal Authority, Hospitality and Connectivity?” (Place, Politics, 
Privilege, Melbourne, 2017). 
87 Gayatri Spivak, The Spivak Reader: Selected Works of Gayati Chakravorty Spivak (Routledge, 2013). 5.  
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An unraveling of the burdened agency that liberal individualism instills in a young person is a 

survival strategy post burn-out and in the service of becoming a more activated agent among a 

network of relations. Activation requires consequentiality, and the available models upon which 

to base our value systems or assess consequences against have become expansive. Our 

moves in this complex dance seem choreographed by forces we must attempt to itemize and 

inspect. Social theorist Gayatri Spivak suggests the formation of “a radical sense of 

vulnerability to the itineraries of our own knowledge”88 – prompting us to ask not only where 

has our knowledge come from, but where is it going? In a discussion of ‘exchange’ in the 

context of socially engaged art practice Ted Purves describes how “awareness of the 

transfer(s) of power, of material, of resources, or knowledge, forms a core aspect of both the 

work itself and its attendant meanings. Rather than emphasizing process or production as the 

outcome, the exchange itself becomes the most important outcome identified through the 

project.”89 

 

WHAT SILENCES YOU 

Spivak also theorises extensively on the tender project of “unlearning one’s privilege as one’s 

loss”90 and on methods for materializing this rearrangement into action. ‘Unlearning one’s 

privilege’ seems well scripted, but when the lines run out and it turns out one didn’t have a 

speaking part in this scene anyway, there are some considerable material and psychological 

reasons why one might experience it as loss. In the context of this unlearning, and collapsing 

of subjectivity from which to speak, Spivak advises to “investigate what it is that silences 

you”91. Unlearning one’s privilege might help one to see what one is against but unlearning it 

as one’s loss may create grounds to decipher what one can work for. Critiques of privilege, 

whiteness, neocolonialism and the ‘remote worker malaise’ were first addressed in my own 

creative practice in 2010-11 when I was part of a satirical rock theatre work called “The 

Unbearable Whiteness of Being” in which the three central characters embodied modern 

iterations of the mercenary, missionary, misfit tropes. This work was incredibly cathartic and 

but over time I became concerned that the work re-centered white narratives and fell into the 

trap that satire so often can, where it begins to glamourize the behavior it seeks to challenge. 

Continuing to make meaningful creative work activating these enquires in the social space 

necessitated collaboration.  

 

 

 

                                                
88 Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak and Sarah Harasym, The Post-Colonial Critic: Interviews, Strategies, Dialogues, 1 
edition (New York: Routledge, 1990). 18. 
89 Purves, What We Want Is Free. 11. 
90 Spivak and Harasym, The Post-Colonial Critic. 14. 
91 Spivak and Harasym. 62. 
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‘DECOLONISING’? 

Who can decolonise? What is decolonisation? At this moment, it appears that various political 

discourses – certainly in an art world – are grasping onto the concept with a catchphrase 

fervour that may serve to eclipse nuance or have the power of its potential diffused by being 

taken up as a banner for activity that does not ultimately serve those who have lived the 

damage of colonisation. Whether relating to nation states, departments, movements or minds, 

a salient point to what decolonisation is or isn’t is that ‘Decolonisation is not a metaphor’ as 

given to the title of the essay by Eve Tuck and K. Wayne Yang. They warn against the 

domestication of decolonial methods and remind readers of the critically unsettling nature of 

decolonisation as a project, speculating as to whether a “settler move to innocence is to focus 

on decolonizing the mind, or the cultivation of critical consciousness, as if it were the sole 

activity of decolonisation; to allow conscientisation to stand in for the more uncomfortable task 

of relinquishing stolen land.”92 Walter Mignolo states: “De-colonial thinking means also de-

colonial doing, since the modern distinction between theory and practice doesn’t apply once 

you enter in the realm of border thinking and de-colonial projects”93 Mignolo’s statement 

evokes a sense of the absolute interrelation of theory and practice in the way this research 

becomes positioned in its scene but while ‘decolonisation’ is not something I would make claim 

to, understanding these concerns as to its project is carried in the work as a useful agitating 

force.  

 

SELECTIVE INPUT 

While anthropologically formed images of Central Australia underpin a contemporary 

conception of the place and people through dominant eyes, a critical aspect of the 

methodology applied to this research is to avoid deferral to or cognitive reliance on those 

forms of knowledge, which reinforce the power in my position as a knowing subject. There is a 

sneaky violence enabled by my privileged access to academic literature in the context of 

working alongside anangu or tyerrtye mape which I cannot avoid but must manage and must 

sort through and allow space for it to be challenged by the prior experiences in the practice. To 

know ‘too much’ detracts from the freshness and efficacy of being told things first hand and the 

effect that can have on the relationships in the practice. A kind of strategic unknowing, that 

internally recognises the architecture of my knowledge but seeks to diffuse the potential for it 

to do harm. Ghassan Hage writes, “The search for other realities where such relation does not 

prevail also invites us to think of a mode of writing with people rather than about people. Once 

                                                
92 Eve Tuck and K. Wayne Yang, “Decolonization Is Not a Metaphor,” Decolonization : Indigeneity, Education & 
Society, no. 1 (2012). 
93 Walter Mignolo, “THE DE-COLONIAL OPTION AND THE MEANING OF IDENTITY IN POLITICS,” January 1, 
2007. No page number. 
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again, this is not a question of either/or. It is difficult to imagine a mode of scientific knowledge 

that is not complicit with the logic of domestication.”94 

 

Many of my sources and references come from people whom either I or my collaborators know 

personally - for the contextual capacity to understand their research and work in situ, over 

time. For example, from my collaborator Margaret Kemarre Turner’s text ‘Iwenhe Tyerrtye’ – a 

generous contribution to a knowledge field. And, from Sam Osborne whose work I have 

observed over many years in an education space, and which speaks from insight that is 

developed in corresponding experience and geographic context. I engage with sources that 

are known to me out of a sense of trust in the relational world that I inhabit, the sounds and 

feelings I have sought over a career so far and a shared meaning-making – as distinct from an 

extractive possibility to gain knowledge about people from any source, anywhere. Social 

theory that engages with the politics of knowledge is of course relevant and useful particularly 

to the writing of the work and the reciprocal relationship this forms with the practice.  

 

In “Rethinking Critical Theory and Qualitative Research” Kincheloe and McLaren assert that it 

is important for social justice researchers to “actively construct our research methods from the 

tools at hand rather than passively receiving the ‘correct’ universally applicable 

methodologies.”95 This notion is reflected in the way that I have constructed a research 

practice in Alice Springs, isolated from an institutional context and very much relying on both 

my own existing local knowledge and knowledges of the multiple other agents involved in the 

field of enquiry. A methodology is formed among an enduring intimacy with the disparities in 

experience here, with the rich alterities, with the violence, and with an imperative to challenge 

perceptions.  

 

I endeavour to design a collaborative making space that acknowledges everyone involved as a 

potential site for creativity or knowledge, and acknowledges multiple truths as important, and 

allows for plurality. In a pragmatic sense this involves augmenting with the various aims and 

objectives of project partners and seeing where the creative research practice can nourish 

nascent or established connections, diffuse or trouble existing tensions in potentially 

generative ways. For example, the way the project worked to support various objectives of key 

partners – underfunded organisations under strain, Children’s Ground and Akeyulerre Healing 

Centre, working with existing strengths and allegiances.  

 

                                                
94 Ghassan Hage, Alter-Politics: Critical Anthropology and the Radical Imagination (Carlton, Victoria Melbourne 
University Press, 2015), http://trove.nla.gov.au/version/210471122. 
95 Joe L Kincheloe and Peter McLaren, “Rethinking Critical Theory and Qualitative Research,” in Key Works in 
Critical Pedagogy, vol. 87–138, 2002, https://doi.org/10.1007/978-94-6091-397-6_23. 
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ON PROTOCOL 

While I have argued earlier in this chapter that the methodology I engage has been locally 

formed, principles of cultural safety96 as developed by Māori nursing scholar Irihapete 

Ramsden resonate with my approach and have continued to develop my thinking. At the core 

of a ‘culturally safe’ approach is critical reflection on the interpersonal and institutional power 

relations at play between practitioners, their clients/ colleagues/ collaborators and the 

environment in which they meet. Cultural safety involves accepting that we all bring a cultural 

perspective and diverse experience, and treating all belief frameworks as legitimate. Central to 

my practice in Mparntwe is an awareness that while there are forms of ‘Indigenous protocol’ in 

action – to be observed, learned and respected, protocol is not one fixed or agreed upon way 

of operating in the context of ongoing colonization. Arrernte people have profoundly different 

experiences and ‘protocol’ in the context of this project is more actively about listening to, 

getting a sense for and acting flexibly and responsively, rather than adhering to one particular 

way of doing things.  

 

A LISTENING PART 

Vital to this project is the engagement in listening as a practice of feminism; the oxygen in the 

air of the work. I have arrived at this moment of placing my work in this academic context, 

riding a wave only the peak of which is visible or nameable, and the Feminist thought, as 

engaged with from childhood via lived experience through foremost my mother; then various 

teachers; and via the influence of feminist writing, culture, performance and art as a teenager 

and adult, and through engagement with critical feminist theory. The nameable part of this 

wave includes: bell hooks, Audre Lorde, and Judith Butler97, many more, and the swell 

comprises all the thinkers over many hundreds of years who have developed the theories of 

feminism. Critical to this practice are the thinkers of colour and Indigenous thinkers who have 

complexified and clarified understandings of the intersectional nature of oppression, and 

signification.  As Gayatri Spivak puts it: “Gender is the first abstraction”98, our first meaning-

making of ‘difference’ and, it is through gender that I have learned to think about power.  

 

Listening as key methodology informed what we made. To make anything much different, with 

the same starting point, I suspect, might have been not listening. In the pragmatic experience 

of making this work, listening is about staying curious, it is about being "attentive to other 
                                                
96 Irihapeti Merenia Ramsden, “Cultural Safety and Nursing Education in Aotearoa and Te Waipounamu : A Thesis 
Submitted to the Victoria University of Wellington in Fulfilment of the Requirements for the Degree of Doctor of 
Philosophy in Nursing” 2002. 
97 bell hooks, “Choosing the Margin as a Space of Radical Openness,” Framework: The Journal of Cinema & 
Media, no. 36 (March 1989): 15–23. 
97 Audre Lorde, Sister Outsider: Essays and Speeches (Crossing Press, 1984). 
97 Judith Butler, Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of Identity, 1 edition (New York: Routledge, 2006). 
98 G C Spivak, “What Is Gender? Where Is Europe?,” in The Fifth Ursula Hirschmann Annual Lecture on Gender 
and Europe (Italy: European University Institute, 2006). 
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images"99 – images that derive from the epistemic otherwise – it is holding things that people 

tell you, and carefully reflecting upon them in relation with what you know about the scene in 

which they were produced. It is about being attendant to what you are told in order to keep 

open the flow of communication and nurture trust. It is keeping the soil of your mind turning 

over, ploughed for fertility, for growth. It is about being prepared to be changed, and to 

change. It is about accepting contradiction and it is about holding and holding space for other 

people’s pains, joys, confusions, frustrations. It is about accepting there are things you cannot 

know because of the body you are in or your rights to access – being comfortable with the 

partiality of your knowledge. Aileen Moreton Thomas writes astutely in ‘Talkin’ up to the white 

woman’, about the imperative for people working from the subject position of white middle 

class feminist to accept that their knowledge will always be partial, and potentially oppressive.  

 

Working in this space as an extension of listening practice, involves also a level of modeling 

oneself on some idea of what divergent situations require you to be, modeling the role your 

gender appearance, age, racial appearance require of you as you attempt to understand it to 

be seen through the eyes of others. It means navigating between the performance of being 

trustable – as a performance of respect and understanding to the scene, and being honest and 

being vulnerable with one’s own needs. It calls for a relation of vulnerability – an opening of 

the borders of oneself into the possibility for enlivened obligation. In ‘Notes Toward a 

performative theory of assembly’ Judith Butler proposes “Vulnerability implicates us in what is 

beyond us yet part of us”100 and goes on to say: “All responsiveness to what happens is a 

function and effect of vulnerability – of being open to a history, registering an impression, or 

having something impressed upon ones understanding.”101 

 

Knowledge about how to act or speak occurs in relation with other beings, and so listening, 

involves always enacting a consciousness that conversation is a mutually defined act, and that 

consciousness is further put to task where there might be an imbalance of power at play. 

These things are in operation with any social field one might work in as an artist, but more 

apparent when the social field includes elements so culturally divergent to one’s own, and 

relationships between racial groups within it have been so fraught for so long. Much of the 

work becomes; knowing people’s dialysis schedules, being uncertain, driving people places, 

receiving calls from people when they are in desperate situations, ending up at town camps, 

Red Rooster, renal units, outstations - zones outside of one’s usual trajectory. An independent 
                                                
99 Danny Butt and Local Time, “Colonial Hospitality: Rethinking Curatorial and Artistic Responsibility,” Journal for 
Artistic Research, April 20, 2017, http://www.jar-online.net/colonial-hospitality-rethinking-curatorial-and-artistic-
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100 Judith Butler, Notes Toward a Performative Theory of Assembly (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University 
Press, 2015). 149.  
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social artist must possess a willingness to work outside of institutionally supported 

frameworks, as an individual agent in a field that is the world around them expanding to 

contain the intuited or instructed relationships that an idea cultivates.  

 

Media theorist Tanja Dreher describes how “To highlight listening shifts some of the focus and 

responsibility for change from marginalized voices and on to the conventions, institutions and 

privileges which shape who and what can be heard”102 This forms an element of how Apmere 

Angkentye-kenhe sought to function. On the flipside of listening practice, is the attention it 

invites to discursive practice. I will pick up on the topic of ‘speaking for’ in chapter six, but it is 

important to note that with listening, comes a decreased capacity to make utterances on the 

behalf of or about others. Structurally, in Central Australia this is exasperatingly difficult to 

completely avoid, and within the necessities of this document a certain amount must be 

described - but a steady observance of what messages I emit regarding anyone who might 

have less access to a ‘knowing discursive field’ is critical to the methodology applied. 

 

THE KNOWN FACE 

Most of the collaborators on Apmere Angkentye-kenhe, alongside the multiple knowledge 

based projects in which they are involved, are also immersed in the struggles of poverty and 

related hardships. To not assist when asked is inhuman. To assist feels inextricable from a set 

of problematic discourses around welfare, privilege, dependency, paternalism. As an artist or 

researcher, one may become bound into relationships of need where regular requests are 

made for financial assistance, usually for food or essential transport. Layered on top of this 

pressure might be how one articulates these financial relationships to peers in the course of 

daily life in Alice Springs, where we are all swept into these perennial ethical negotiations. 

When in Decolonising Methodologies, Linda Tuhiwai Smith includes in a list of questions about 

what Indigenous research participants might ask of non-Indigenous researchers coming into a 

community: “Can they fix up our generator?”103 I sense vindication of my own experience 

articulated in that realm – the corporeality of the request speaking to a grounded knowledge of 

the scene of this research. But does it seem suspect that we need indigenous voices from 

within the academy corroborating that a researcher buying ‘participants’ family a chicken 

dinner at Red Rooster on a Sunday night when they’re out of cash would be OK?  

Smith describes the Maori concept of ‘Kanohi kitea’ or the 'seen face', indicating a person who 

becomes known to a community, perhaps by regularly attending important cultural events, or 

being around significantly and appropriately to be recognised. In Alice Springs whitefellas and 

other non-Indigenous people come and go, and only over time does one’s character and spirit 

                                                
102 Dreher, “Listening across Difference.” 1. 
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emerge from the grey zone of being a function, a “Toyota,”104 a body in a role waiting to be 

replaced with another body. Being a friend, malpa, atyewe, may take many forms and be 

enacted in many ways. In a Central Australian context, being a friend to Indigenous families 

will usually involve a commitment to knowing family relationships and where people belong 

within a skin system, performing knowledge of issues that have relevance to people, showing 

knowledge of places, place names, and stories that happened in significant places, and using 

appropriate language in all manner of situations. In a research output context, an ethical 

relationship might be demonstrated via knowledge of what you cannot say. Tuck and Wang 

describe “a refusal within research as a way of thinking about humanising researchers.”105 

Indigenous contexts, I would argue, if delved into with any depth have a way of humanising 

researchers. Maybe saying ‘contexts’ here is dehumanizing – it is Indigenous people that 

dictate these more ‘human’ ethical relationships; friendships. 

BEING AROUND 

In ‘Disturbing Sexuality’ Elizabeth Povinelli notes “that rooting research and theory in 

friendship increases rather than lessens the ethical, theoretical, and political stakes of acting 

and writing.”106 Care for place, born in friendship and relation to people and land forms a 

rationale for action and a binding imperative for the research methodology. In Central 

Australia, and the zones this practice is situated amongst, like anywhere, gives rise to specific 

violences, injustices, tired dynamics, frustrating cycles of politics, personalities etc., that while 

challenging, form the anatomy of the place alongside more obvious scope for joy, like the 

babble of atyeweketye, sunset on alhekulyele, the warmth of uterne in winter. To be able to 

find something depressing and leave – or form a way of working that has an end in sight – 

seem like an ultimate disrespect to the land and people who cannot and will not leave. While a 

commitment to an ongoing relationship troubles other desires – and in a desire/lack saturated 

field of images we dance – it forms a temporality for the practice which avoids urgency, and 

challenges self-recognition. “In friendship, we may find ourselves obligated to one another in 

ways that disrupt habitual forms of identity and identification.”107  

Povinelli goes on to describe: “My friends at Belyuen and I may play among incommensurate 

hierarchies of moral obligation and social truth, but we are all playing in the present and 

maneuvering among the discursive languages of association available to us. The state of 

recognition does not merely want to witness different ethical practices within moral 

frameworks. It also demands that these practices and frameworks reference a set of ancient 
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rules, beliefs, and practices that predate the settler nation; be based on abstract principles that 

do not demand an actual relationship with indigenous peoples; and provide the bureaucratic 

order with disciplinary certainty.”108 

The underpinning critically informed ethic formed around this research was that it be alive, 

moving in real time with people, activating something public with its investigations, and that the 

interrogations not manifest exclusively in theoretical written language not currently relevant for 

a majority of the Central Australian people both Indigenous and non, to whom it the project is 

accountable. To discursively approach the sensitive zone of this enquiry could not be an 

extractive process, so the project sought to add value to its communities, to generate space 

for listening and mutually defining an active research field. Disassociation from a colonial or 

neocolonial approach required activating a group of constituents not merely as informants or 

consultants but as collaborators to the project. In a discussion of decolonial pedagogical 

practices within Indigenous Studies Nakata et al. suggest methods that “still engage students 

in the politics of knowledge production and ultimately the politics of their location and of social 

reproduction.” By opening the process of making Apmere Angkentye-kenhe to a public, being 

flexible and fluid with the invitation, keeps the work moving toward the rhizomic.  
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CHAPTER FIVE - ART IS WHEN THE MOVEMENT'S HERE 
TOO 
In this chapter I outline the processes, relationships and performances involved with bringing 

Apmere Angkentye-kenhe into being, presenting it to a public and making collaborative 

decisions around its ongoing existence. Firstly, I will outline the visual things, audio things, 

tactile things and temporal things that comprised the experiences available to different groups 

during Apmere Angkentye-kenhe’s intensive period of public activity in June – July 2017109. 

Then I will describe a series of vignettes from the project, subjectively written from my 

perspective as very short stories that seek to give a reader a sense of Apmere Angkentye-

kenhe in flow. I will then begin to reflect on the process of making the project, exploring the 

aesthetics of knowledge as navigated and located by the project, the generation of affective 

situations in social practice, discussing our divergent and mutual understanding of the 

audiences for the work, and looking at the politics of space as implicated by the placement of 

the project. 

 

A BRIGHT YELLOW SHED 

To breathe life into Apmere Angkentye-kenhe, we physically transformed a disused shed in 

the middle of town, repurposing the space and opening it as a site where people could come 

together and participate in exchanges that prioritised Arrernte knowledge. We painted the 

shed bright yellow. Arrernte mape started calling it apmere urntarne or just apmere yellow-one, 

yellow shed or yellow house. That all came much later when it was operating more like a site 

where people would go and do things - before even it was open to the public but when it was 

becoming a place. That kind of becoming unfolds in dialogue, places becoming places. An 

idea that just lived in a few minds, suddenly is a physical thing that other people have recourse 

to refer to and a need to generate language to describe. Apmere Angkentye-kenhe was what it 

said it was – a place for language, for the discussion of, performance of, exchange of – a locus 

for the channeling of energies for a finite period. And it became a kind of site, in the 

anthropological English sense of the word as deployed regularly in the context e.g. ‘sacred 

site’, a site with specific meaning attached for specific people, a meeting point and a gathering 

place. The project worked with the abstracted idea of ‘language’ as a topic both in the English 

sense of the term and the Aboriginal English sense of the term ‘language’ which has come in 

some circumstances to stand in for ‘Indigenous languages’ and of course where appropriate 

we spoke specifically of ‘Central/Eastern Arrernte’.  

 
                                                
109 The public project received a small grant through the Northern Territory Government’s Regional Arts Fund 
Australia. Additional support was provided through Batchelor Institute via the Arrernte Language Office. The venue 
was provided free of charge (but with a huge level of renovation required) by the Alice Springs Uniting Church. 
Significant project partners were Akeyulerre Healing Centre and Ahelhe ampe-kenhe/Children’s Ground. 
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Figure 2: A report back from a visiting child which read: “On my holidays we went to Alice Springs. It was 
great! We went to a language center. We learnt aboriginal languages with my friend. We stayed at my friend's 
grandpa's place. He was called Craig. He told us a lot about mulga.” 
 

The range of things generated and collected for Apmere Angkentye-kenhe were decided upon 

within a series of meetings from late 2016 through to the space being opened in June 2017. 

The ideas came from across the group – sometimes initiated by me, sometimes by others, 

sometimes mutually developed. I felt such a sense of responsibility to the quality and depth of 

the response from the group who had assembled around the idea, that in the months leading 

up to opening, I worked very long hours to pull off all of the major ideas the group generated. 
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Figure 3: Senior Arrernte men showing project volunteers and visitors from Tangentyere journalism team the 

topographic map. 

 
Figure 4: Close up of the topographic map and audio buttons. 
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A topographic map of the Mparntwe area and beyond was positioned centrally in the space 

with tactile buttons to hear the names of sites in Arrernte, narrated by MK Turner. Making the 

map was a raw consultative process, revealing yet again the utmost delicacy with which 

discussion or material output concerning Land must be considered, its gendered nature and 

fraught history. Once the shed was open though, the map became a wonderful device for 

beginning conversations between many people who entered the site. Its tactility was 

compelling – children were all over it, and it provided a compelling focal point for dialogue 

across difference, allowing people to momentarily step into host role.  

 

 
Figure 5: Hannah Treacey and Amelia Turner wearing their Mwekarte. 

In the lead-up to the opening we released a fifty-strong team of mwekarte – meaning hat – to a 

public. The mwekarte was a political device via any number of conversations that might 

happen under the shade of its peak. The word mwekarte is ripe for an enquiring mind trying to 

make sense of Central/Eastern Arrernte orthography and a classic example of how in its 

written form it is unlikely to make pronunciation apparent to an English speaker. A hat that 

says hat; loaded with potential to hear afresh this little sound mapped by Latin script - that 

apparently originated on the Adelaide plains from the mouths of Kaurna people and travelled 

up through the center with the arrival of hats and hat wearing people. 
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Figure 6: Ky and Dom Dom listening to Arrernte songs on Awetyeke.  

 

Inside the space there was also Aretyeke (to watch) – a large television buried in a range-like 

sculptural cabinet featuring both contemporary and older short-films in Arrernte. Most of the 

films were educational by nature and some included re-enactments of more ‘open’ altyerre or 

law stories. Nearby was also Awetyeke (to listen) – a listening station also as a sculptural form 

with headphones emerging, playing various content collected from linguists and language 

workers. The process of collecting these materials made it apparent that there is no central 

archive for Arrernte language materials and speaks to a potential for the project (in its ongoing 

life) to activate discourse around that lack and investigate possibilities for who might take up 

the mantle. We converted the old-changing room of the op-shop into a ‘no-shame 

pronunciation booth’ which housed an iPad with individual word sound files accessible on the 

interface. People could hide away and listen to words and try out saying them in relative 

privacy. We produced a timeline of bilingual education that stretched around the walls along 

with other information and quotes to provide clues and to become starting points for 

discussion. 
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Figure 7: The fifty words poster. Designed by Lorrayne Gorey, Michael Gorey, Alison Ferber, Beth Sometimes and 

Elliat Rich.  

 

Prior to the opening of the shed we launched the idea into a public that there were “Fifty 

Words Everyone living in Mparntwe should Know”.  This was inspired directly from similar 

ideas in Aotearoa, where a basic vocabulary of Te Reo Māori has been insisted in to at least 
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elements of a mainstream lexicon and has flourished. A political claim. For me perhaps, a 

slightly uncomfortable step into the didactic, but one that MK Turner and Lowlee and others 

became excited about; their enthusiasm gave me the impetus to run with the suggestion. 

While working on the list different terms took on character in their bid for inclusion. The 

individuals making the decisions opted to not include words relating to the spiritual or ‘sacred 

side’ of an Arrernte lexicon, but fifty daily use terms, like lyete, anwerne, kwatye, akweke… we 

produced a poster, fridge magnets and a recording for people to listen to pronunciation online 

in their own time.  

 

 
Figure 8: Amelia Turner and Veronica Turner hosting a fifty-word challenge. 

 

The yellow shed hosted ‘Fifty-words-everyone-living-in-Mparntwe-should-know’ challenge 

events to test knowledge of the words. Different project collaborators would take turns acting 

as the teachers for the class in pairs, while often another group would sit as ‘spies’ near the 

audience to listen to pronunciation and award prizes. These were energetic, well-attended 

moments, the room bustling with the distinct nervousness of (white) people trying to produce 

foreign sound, and an en-masse sense of power flip. We hosted a premier screening of a 

children’s cartoon that was re-voiced in Central/Eastern Arrernte, and a series of events by 

Early childhood education focused group Children’s Ground, in which Arrernte elders shared 
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their regular sessions with their own children and other children from a broader public. We also 

facilitated story-telling sessions for children and adults, hosting a number of elders to share 

open stories from Arrernte country.  

 

 

Figure 9: Margaret Kemarre Turner speaking as part of Angkentye anwerne-kenhe Impene Anthurre panel 

discussion, July 4th, 2017. 

Outside on the Church Lawns the project hosted a panel discussion on contemporary Arrernte 

language issues, ‘Angkentye Anwerne-kenhe Impene Anthurre’ which also stood as the 

opening of Alice Springs NAIDOC celebrations. The panel included sixteen people –most of 

whom spoke and several of whom were deemed by the expansive group as important 

presences. The panel included people from a range of experiences of languages, including 

people who had been removed from their families in childhood and thus from opportunities to 

learn language and people whose parents had made economic decisions using the rationale 

of the era to encourage their children towards English.  
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Figure 10: Alison Ferber and grandchild, Peter Coco Wallace and Lorrayne Gorey working on Unthemele Awetyeke 

at Mpweringke/Burt Creek outstation. 

 

Ali, Pwerte, Lowlee and I worked on an audio tour – “Unthemele awetyeke” around the CBD of 

Alice Springs for the purposes of teaching direction terms – ayerrere antekerre, arltule, 

ikngerre – and other words. The audio tour formed the most significant directly collaborative 

creative work in some ways, an intensive process through the push pull of generating ideas 

and following them up, the wild enterprise of trying to make time with people among the 

competing demands of huge family lives, schools, distance, drama. The audio tour (presented 

as a link in Appendix 1 with this submission) was designed for a specific route which took a 

person past things my collaborators considered significant in the surrounding area from the 

yellow shed, the lhere, the apwerte, the apere. It was I think a good example of an early 

stages collaboration between makers who did not know each other very well, and I look 

forward to making more work of this kind with the same group now that I think we can be 

bolder with one another. It has somewhat didactic overtones, it’s cute. I was really surprised by 

feedback from audiences that the sensorial overlay of sound allowed them to sense the place 

afresh.  
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Figure 11: Four of many pages from my daily planner in the peak of project craziness. 

 

 
Figure 12: Teresa Ryder and Kathleen Wallace telling Arrernte children’s stories at Apmere Angkentye-kenhe. 
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The energy of the place was warm and humble, from my perspective, that usual kind of daggy 

meandering un-slickness that accompanies letting the energy of people being people across 

alterity together be. There were cushions to make it comfy, chairs for people with bad knees. 

Most of all it was about the people, the exchange, the movement. I think when it worked best it 

affected a sense of unknowing as it invited into knowing. We had a debrief meeting after it was 

all over and as I fumbled around trying to explain outside of art-language how I conceived of 

what we did as art, Lowlee said “It’s art, I see art everywhere, it’s the lights, it’s that TV thing 

there, it’s got language in there, it’s a piece of art, it’s got language in there,” gesturing at 

different things in the room, “it’s got language in there. Art everywhere.”110 And then MK said: 

“Art is just when the movement’s here too you know?” When we get a group of people coming 

in here, that’s like, art too…” 

 

 

VIGNETTES FROM THE PROJECT 
 
1 THE FIRST MEETING AT THE SHED 

It’s still got a bare concrete floor with tufts of cockroach flavoured carpet stuck to patches of 

glue, veneer walls and a Uniting Church sign in meticulous hand drawn calligraphy with one of 

those special pens from the newsagent that reads “HEALTH REGULATIONS PREVENT ANY 

EXCHANGE OF CLOTHING” thumbtacked to the wall from op-shop days. But the outside is 

bright yellow and the energy of being at the space we’ve been imagining for months is 

ungainly, raw, exciting. Suddenly the real chaos of the streets is part of the discussion, the 

web of relations surrounding the project made proximate. A taste of the thing to come, the 

beginning of an invitation to a public. It’s a Saturday and the skies are grey. They are hardly 

ever grey, it always feels eerie. I’ve already driven 120 kilometers picking people up and 

dropping different people off. MK and the Turner mape are already there. She’s holding court 

from a concrete garden bed ledge greeting family and friends as they go by with her 

exuberance. We slowly pull together on the old school chairs in the space, always waiting for 

someone who’s gone AWOL at the last minute. During the meeting, this weathered looking 

man I’ve often seen walking around town but never spoken with enters, wearing his 

characteristic white cowboy hat, jeans, singlet and boots. He is courteous, asking in a 

performative way if he may address our gathering. He performs knowledge of Arrernte, 

Southern Arrernte, Yankunytjatjara, and then, without really knowing anything about the 

project at all, launches into this eloquent dissertation on the extractive nature of white 

researchers and the lack of access for Aboriginal people to enter academic knowledge fields. 

It doesn’t seem as though he’s addressing me in particular, though I’m one of only two white 

                                                
110 Lorrayne Gorey, Apmere Angkentye-Kenhe Debrief Meeting (Mparntwe, Alice Springs, 2017). 
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people there, it seems to be for the whole group to consider. He leaves more or less 

immediately after his address, opening up this kind of space for us to talk about my 

relationship as researcher to the project. Which are never conversations that feel solved, easy 

or comfortable on either side, but generative in a way.  

 

2 TERESA 

It was the Thursday of the first week of the shed being operational, and it was open in a 

general sense for the public to come and go. One whole class of a primary school arrived 

unannounced, their teacher saying they had heard about the shed somehow. Jessie and I 

were there and we were waiting for Teresa Ryder to come along. Teresa had been to most 

meetings leading up to the opening but had been at dialysis during the opening and unwell so 

this was going to be her first time seeing what we had discussed manifest. An older Japanese 

tourist was documenting every detail meticulously. The children flocked around the 

topographic map in the middle of the room, pressing the buttons and making a racket. Teresa 

arrived, lifting her walking frame over the small step at the entrance. I greeted her and she 

moved towards the children and the map. The teacher of the children was trying to settle the 

kids. Teresa launched into a narrative over the map which she was only seeing for the first 

time about Mparntwe, and how to correctly address an Arrernte senior man or woman. “Werte 

arelhe! Werte artwe!” She told the children that if they were born here in Alice they were part of 

that old woman or that old man, and so you must know how to speak to them. The teacher 

was trying to get a word in to say that they had learned some Arrernte words in school but 

Teresa continued her monologue, adding that to be born in apmere Mparntwe meant being a 

part of the Ayeperenye and the Ntyarlke – part of the totem caterpillars of the apmere.  

 

3 FIFTY WORDS / FIFTY BUREAUCRATS 

The teachers from the Healing Centre involved in delivering the fifty-word challenge at Apmere 

Angkentye-kenhe are invited to give the same session at the Prime Minister and Cabinet 

department board room in one of Alice Springs’ few multi-storied buildings. They ask me to 

accompany them. I am like a spy. The room contains about fifty bureaucrats – mostly white – 

who are as I understand it in charge of where large volumes of the government funding 

allocated for Indigenous people and programs is delivered. Any situation where people are 

learning Indigenous languages or being tested on their knowledge – is for the settlers to enter 

default clown mode in their unease, and the shtick of the challenge plays into that. One of the 

teachers says: “they can face me!” no stranger to the language of street violence. It’s fragile 

this scene, the bureaucrats, confident with their portfolios, are all pitiful smiles and 

embarrassed giggles, the teacher moves slowly and confidently despite her fumbles. The back 

story is the Healing Centre have been asking the department for money for the living cultural 
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center for a few years now. And here she is thrust up there alone, performing living culture for 

this group who hold the purse strings, in a gesture they thought was progressive.  

 

4 IN THE MOVEMENT OF BODIES 

Dan told this ickily too perfect acquittal story at a meeting just the other day, but just for the 

Arrernte grandmothers on the team. He’s good like that, drops an observation at an apt 

moment, rolled out in language influenced by years in this place. Two boys are walking along 

near the shed, he says, holding their adrenal young bodies in that punk way that young men 

do, looking for trouble, ready for trouble, troubling themselves. Then, he says, they notice this 

open roller door and head on in… They were only in there less than two minutes! But while 

they were in their they pushed one of those buttons and! Heard their own language coming out 

of a beautiful box, walked out and something changed in their bodies they were relaxed, 

disarmed. The grannies cooed and agreed. 

 

5 TOO STRONG 

One late afternoon, town is quiet, darkness is a while off yet, but it hails the unpredictability of 

night. Across from the main roller door of the shed, a woman is sitting where people sit every 

day. I recognise her as the woman who gave the impromptu drunk welcome to country at the 

screening event the other night. Everyone so politely let her ramble on. I’m walking out to go to 

the toilet at the church office. She starts singing, a scratchy version of a song cycle. She’s 

singing at me, like people do, inferring I might dance, kind inciting me with sound, she’s 

laughing at the possibility, and I make a little joke with my body like I might start and laugh. I 

return from the toilet and move toward her and she moves toward me and we meet in front of 

the roller door. She’s trying to read the name of the place above the door. “Apmere….!” 

Apmere!” She knows that part, she’s seen that part before, but the rest she says is 

too…strong, too strong! She can’t read Arrernte, “Ai that part is too strong!” So, I say it out 

loud “Angkentye-kenhe!” with my English speakers accent and my performed confidence for 

the moment. She falls apart enthusiastically repeating the name. 

 

 

REFLECTIONS ON THE PROCESS ENACTED IN IT’S CONTEXT: 
MAKING, BEING, PERFORMING 
 

GROUP MEETINGS  

As the ‘research’ became indistinguishable from the making of the work, the local advisory 

reference group became indistinguishable from a collaborative project team. I worked 

specifically with different people in the group on distinct aspects as relevant to their skills and 
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authority. The group included one linguist and a number of non-Arrernte people who work in 

various roles alongside Arrernte people, one other socially engaged creative, brought on 

during the public period, and a volunteer artist. The advisory group’s lived understanding and 

my own experience with communicating between languages including variant uses of English 

generated a space that was sensitive to the distortions and misfires that make processes 

clumsy. I would posit that mitigation against this is not the right approach - rather a 

commitment to developing comfort with this dynamic and making time to reiterate discussions 

and check decisions. Meetings with the project advisory group took place every 2-3 weeks 

from February through to July 2017 and were conducted with an atmosphere conducive to 

listening, constructive and bilingual dialogue - which included practicing comfort with silence 

and encouraging interpretation and repetition. Making meetings appropriate, or safe, includes 

giving and arranging lifts for advisory group members that fit in with their life schedules, 

assisting with extra situational requirements, feeding people, inviting family members into the 

meetings, including children who needed to stay together on the day for whatever reason. 

Different voices would come in along the way and move things around. Shifting the site of 

meetings would unleash new energy.  
 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE IDEA 

In the early stages of my conception of the work I was interested in constructing the idea of a 

school, that would be unlike a school in many ways. In lieu of anything better, for a time it was 

referred to as the ‘Pop-up language school’. I dislike the term pop-up for its association with 

twee gentrifying initiatives – but it felt like a necessary acquiescence so that a wide variety of 

potential partners (more in the institutional side of things) could grasp something about what 

we intended to do. In a characteristic maneuver in one of the early group meetings Lowlee 

interrupted my utterance of the word ‘school’, giving me a daggery gaze and saying: “not 

school – it’s a place.” Lowlee later explained that her rationale for this was that ‘school’ has 

institutional overtones which are not welcoming for Arrernte people given various histories, 

whereas a ‘place’ could be more things to more people. Lowlee was also the person who gave 

the place its name. ‘Apmere’ is a capacious term and the manifold of meaning that flowed 

through the project was echoed I think in the many reiterations of this word. Apmere, as 

geological layers, was drawn into the graphic that heralded the work. 
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Figure 13: Key graphic used in promotion of the project. 

 

Activities at the yellow shed experimented with the need for a site of cultural exchange in 

Mparntwe Alice Springs. People asked why it had not existed years before. Long-term Alice 

Springs based artist Franca Barraclough, who also works at the Museum of Central Australia, 

commented “there is nowhere that people can go, to find out about Arrernte culture, or sit 

down with an Arrernte person, and yet that is a prime motivator for people to come to Central 

Australia – it’s crazy!”111 However as I came to understand more of the complex layout of the 

Arrernte language space along the course of making this project I began to understand why 

such a space did not exist. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
111 Franca Barraclough, Personal communication, 2017. 
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ON COLLABORATION 

 

 
Figure 14: From left: Zoya Godoroja-Priekhaerts, Amelia Turner, Beth Sometimes, Lorrayne Gorey, Dan Murphy, 

Hannah Treacey, Margaret Kemarre Turner, Margaret Carew, Leonie Palmer (and grandson), Alison Ferber. 

 

The group who made this happen was a crack team disguised as a motley crew. We got lucky 

with the first meeting - because MK launched herself at it with enthusiasm and she is one of 

those rare, charismatic people who other people follow into all kinds of things. She jumped in 

my car that morning and opened a gate for everyone else in a way to feel emboldened by what 

was happening. The first meeting was rich in philosophical discussion. A space, in a sense 

had been opened already. In this context, all terminology that may be applied to the group e.g. 

‘artist’, ‘advisor’, seems arbitrary or imposed. The inseparability of culture, art and life may be 

a romantic idea often imposed on Indigenous people, but it has some veracity, as it does to 

how I have always approached a practice. It implies art as a cultural responsibility as not 

distinct from family or ’civic’ life. So ‘collaborators’ is my way of defining it, although any word 

is laden with the inevitable anxiety of one who must describe the overly described, and is 

intent on painting an equal footing that is in many ways unequal. Equality is elusive, illusory, 

always in flux, dependent on point of view. As is any collaboration.  
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Apmere Angkentye-kenhe became a moment to test out whether working within a pre-

established network of relationships is necessary for a sophisticated collaboration. Although I 

had almost no prior grounded relationships in the Arrernte world it must be acknowledged that 

friends with strong relationships in the Arrernte world acted as conduits for me to begin to form 

working relationships. I was lucky to have three close associates who have known me for 

many years who work at Akeyulerre Healing Centre and while this was incredibly helpful, there 

was a long period of moving very cautiously, sensing suspicion and critical self-reflection on 

the impetus and its navigation. A little more about this process is elaborated in a conversation 

conducted between myself and collaborator Lorrayne Gorey for the purposes of an UN 

Magazine piece (to be published May 2018) and attached here as Appendix 3. A year and a 

half later, in reflection, where the project moved in a relatively short time gave me the sense 

that the working set of ethics – involving a commitment to supporting the political objectives of 

Arrernte collaborators – and listening practice brought to the project - along with the concepts 

zeitgeist timing - have proved that strong relationships are not the essential starting point for 

effective work in these contexts. Ethical listening is a theoretically shareable practice, whereas 

relationships are not.  

 

Danny Butt of collective ‘Local Time’ describes a work situated at the Auckland Triennial 

involving a proposal to distribute directions to Triennial participants toward a drinking water 

spring on University premises, significant to local iwi Ngāti Whatua. “It was the scale of the 

human relationships - past, present, and future - to which any work with the spring would be 

accountable”112 he writes of the deepening consequentiality of direct discussion with iwi. As 

Apmere Angkentye-kenhe continues, and relationships develop, there is greater trust within 

which to experiment and take risks, and an ever-expanding sense of accountability and 

esteem to the immensity of what has been shared. Butt describes his group of collaborating 

artists as “intruders whose presence triggered the hospitality of the traditional owners.”113 

which beautifully describes my initial role in the collaboration. As the relationships develop with 

time however it becomes a collaborative hosting experiment, bringing our awkward 

incompatibility to a tender operation, reconstituting a field for exchange. 

 

The project relied on the support of a great number of volunteers in order to achieve the 

ambitious mandates it set itself with a small budget and tight time frames. Activating these 

networks of support around the project seemed easy, although of course involved a lot of 

communicative work – there seemed an abundance of young non-Arrernte locals and visitors - 

artists, friends and people who responded to the call -  who were very willing to give time to 

this undertaking – painting signs, renovating the space, cooking BBQs, picking people up, 
                                                
112 Butt and Local Time, “Colonial Hospitality: Rethinking Curatorial and Artistic Responsibility.” 
113 Butt. 
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collecting materials, loaning laptops. It lent itself to the sense that at least some communities 

around the project were incredibly willing for its realisation.  

 

WHAT PUBLIC? 

Making ‘public’ work requires an understanding of that public and an imagination for its 

multiplicity – to watch always for where we might unknowingly sweep together subjectivities. 

The ability for us as a group to imagine with whom Apmere Angkentye-kenhe relates is 

grounded in a huge body of respective local knowledge in the project team, and in a network 

of conversations grafted between profoundly different demographic layers of the town, but 

what is it to go public? When Michael Warner asks, “Can a public really exist apart from the 

rhetoric through which it is imagined?”114 he invokes the fact that we summon a ‘notional 

public’ with our discursive practice. “A public, in practice, appears as the public.”115 Alice 

Springs is a place where the discursive practice on behalf of settlers engages in a complex 

dance as to how its idea includes or excludes Indigenous people, but Warner also asserts how 

the optimistic imaginary of having a public to speak to maintains a sense of belonging, noting 

that “confidence in the possibility of a public is not simply the professional habit of the 

powerful”.116 Collaboration on this project required a mutual negotiation of speaking to a public 

and a reflective space to interrogate the various imaginaries at play. Discussing the potential 

for misrecognition of the poetic function of public discourse, Warner describes how address to 

a public idealogises its reception as rational-critical, working from the same operating base. He 

says, “Strangers are less strange if you can trust them to read as you read”117  

What other poetic and textural qualities are invoked in the delivery and reception of the content 

of Apmere Angkentye-kenhe, and in the other languages it engages that might be invisible to 

me? What am I transmitting that is invisible to my collaborators, what are we all transmitting 

that is read differently by this public we differently imagine? Additionally, I need to pay 

attention to my assumption of the right and the potential for art to enter and enact upon a 

liberal public sphere – an idea much fleshed out by Jürgen Habermas118 as notionally ‘real’ but 

unaccountable to its failure to live up to its inclusive ideals. The correlation between a ‘national 

language’ and the notion of a single, all-inclusive public sphere not constituted by exclusions is 

exact. At the core of an Australian national imaginary, is the idea that: Australians, are able to 

go anywhere, experience everything, to traverse and comprehend the entirety of their country. 

                                                
114 Michael Warner, “Publics and Counterpublics (Abbreviated Version),” Quarterly Journal of Speech 88, no. 4 
(2002): 413. 
115 Warner. 414. 
116 Warner. 415. 
117 Warner. 423. 
118 Jürgen Habermas, The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere: An Inquiry Into a Category of Bourgeois 
Society (MIT Press, 1991). 
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This is where an argument for a multilingual society really hits a nerve for White Australia - 

becoming threatening to this enjoyable right. I will pick up this discussion in chapter seven. 

While the overall delivery of the project was a gift, and generous, and I was constantly 

surprised by the generosity in some senses of my collaborators desire to share knowledge 

with a public, I think Apmere Angkentye-kenhe also found moments to be protective of its 

intentions and not overly welcoming to all elements of an irrational public. I was aware of the 

necessity of being strategically very welcoming to some people – always making efforts to 

make Arrernte people feel welcome and at home if my collaborators were not around to do so 

themselves within kinship/friendship - and then trying to honour the intelligence or import of the 

content by maintaining an atmosphere of gentle esteem. A lot of different energies rolled in 

that roller door. As a producer/artist/researcher there was a negotiation between maintaining a 

quiet observant distance and a constant awareness of the location of particular players in a 

scene. A producer is in constant communicative flux; relaying information around or pitching 

moments at targeted elements of a public who may be present at any given time. If making the 

space was a collaborative hosting experiment, was there room for a host to be unsettling? 

Tone will operate upon the guest, as played out at the yellow shed, our decisions, energies, 

relationships and ongoing discussions giving possibility for different affect upon visitors.  

Is it knowledge? Or affect that will have more impact? An aesthetic direction brought to the 

project dictated much of how Apmere Angkentye-kenhe appeared to a public – a process 

sometimes less visible to me as the main driver of that aesthetic but one I hope will be 

conveyed in both the imagery I provide as part of this document, and with the writing in this 

chapter particularly. 

 

A SURFACE HOST (SPEAKING FOR) 

I want to speak briefly about the position of settlers thrust into institutionalised advocacy for 

Aboriginal people, a huge element of the economy in Central Australia. The surface host to 

Indigenous constituents in Central Australia is named a gatekeeper, a term with corrupt 

implications – one who knows what is better for the Aboriginal people they work with or know. 

A softer term might be ‘mediator’ – each decision and discussion is fraught and the endless 

possibilities to speak for the other are institutionally supported. Can this unwanted power be 

wielded gracefully? The perception of Indigenous marginalisation and lack of agency creates a 

void we fill up with our own desire: to understand the situation, to advocate, to generate 

solutions. The perceived absence is thus perceived as ready to be filled with the recognizable 

voices of the powerful – perpetuated and exacerbated by English dominance and lack of 

meaningful ways for voices in other languages to be heard. A lack of diverse listening practice. 

When the voices come, they are so often not in the form that the dominant culture want to hear 

them…e.g. not respectable/relatable/ palatable/aligning with white liberal politics – and so it 
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becomes easy to tune out incompatible notions. Discussing the Northern Territory Intervention, 

Alexis Wright describes how “The media chose which of a handful of Aboriginal voices would 

be heard, in this most conservatively provocative and negatively charged public space.”119 She 

articulates how deft dominant discourse is at selecting the version of Aboriginality it desires, 

the media selecting the voices that suit the argument. 

 

TOO MUCH POWER: THREE MORE VIGNETTES 

 

The lighting guy is all set up, the interviewer looks a bit nervous and then Lowlee wanders off 

just before the ABC TV appearance. she needs to go to the ATM. I watch her walk away at a 

casual pace, is it a subtle protest? I cannot know or ask. Anxious white eyes are on me, asking 

me to justify or explain.  

 

A twerpy ABC radio dude comes fishing for a story on the evening event to come… none of 

my collaborators feel inclined to offer up their vocal musings on his roving mike and I am 

loathe to be the nice white voice of explication solo. So, we sit there on the brick garden bed, 

edge while he awkwardly paces around us and we get talking about something else. It 

pulsates as obtuseness in me, this reticence to perform easily in the languages and forms of 

the dominant…  

 

A busy afternoon at the shed, in the aftermath of a fifty-word challenge event, people are 

dispersing and mingling around, the sun in the space lights people from below, people glow. 

Somebody buys something – a poster, I’m handing their change and I’m approached by a 

short white woman with a plaintive expression, “Are you Beth?” Yes. She’s wanted to meet me 

a long time, she tells me her name and I say “Yes, I have heard your name for a long time 

too”. For perhaps ten years or more been hosting en plein air painting camps for visitors to 

central Australia. She says to me then that another mutual artist friend had suggested to her 

that she should be asking the Arrernte custodians of the country in which they hosted guests if 

she should be painting the country … she thought I was someone who she might speak to. 

Amelia and Veronica and some other women from Akeyulerre are about two meters away from 

us chatting. I look over at them again, slowly, tracing the woman’s phobic neglect with my 

eyes. I look back at the woman. Those plaintive eyebrows. I look back at Amelia. I look back at 

the woman. I have no interest in inflicting this query upon by collaborators and nor will I be 

spokesperson for fragile emergent protocol of this nature… our conversation becomes 

strained, I am closing a psychic door where she expected one to be opened for her. 

 
                                                
119 Alexis Wright, “What Happens When You Tell Somebody Else’s Story?” Meanjin 75, no. 4 (2016), 
https://meanjin.com.au/essays/what-happens-when-you-tell-somebody-elses-story/. 
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Figure 15: ‘Everywhere is apmere’ bag produced as part of Apmere Angkentye-kenhe. Photograph by Beth 

Sometimes. 

 

STRUGGLING SPACES 

One of the huge ideas that came up during meetings for the project is a strong sense — for 

Arrernte people specifically as opposed to other Central Australian Aboriginal groups — that 

their land has had a town built on it, and is thus not respected as storied country people will 

more easily ascribe to less populated places. People have a romantic idea of the Aboriginal 

English use of the term 'country' but they think country is out there somewhere whereas 

obviously as stated Harold Furber in an Apmere Angkentye-kenhe planning meeting, 

“everywhere is country”; everywhere is apmere. In ‘Being Moved On’ the authors discuss the 

way the phrase 'back to country' is mobilised to push Indigenous people out of urban areas by 

insinuating that they ‘belong’ outside of them, ‘on country’. “Urban spatial politics that implicitly 

push Aboriginal belonging toward the periphery (reflected in funding programs to “return 

people to the country” if they are guilty of “antisocial behavior”) contrast strongly with longer-

term trends toward urbanization”. This double bind is constantly reflected by the public rhetoric 

in Alice Springs – calls for the return of the itinerant ‘bush mob’ to where they really come from 

who often have little choice but to come to town to access any number of critical services. How 

does this impact upon apmereke artweye for Mparntwe who are already home? In the rhetoric 

of tourism 'landscape' implies something other than the town — the backdrop is the landscape, 

the hills — west, east, maybe the river — but not the town. But obviously another way of 

seeing it is as all landscape. And landscape seems to so often be the underlying reason that 
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we are here, whether as a tourist or visitor or settler. This sacred/profane dichotomy of a 

secular nature worship form of reverence housed by tourism economies perpetuates the way 

Aboriginal Land and by association people, are encountered. 

 

We made a fire outside the yellow shed one day when it suddenly turned cold. It felt subversive. 

It seems likely that no authority would question this activity in the case of ‘responsible’ white 

people doing the active management of the fire. Arrernte and other language group people 

would have their fires put out immediately without our ‘stewardship’ - so these traditional ways 

of relating to apmere are sanctioned and can be re-stewarded by ‘respectable’ outsiders. 

“Aboriginal behaviors are constructed as “antisocial,” a euphemism for the non-neoliberal 

subject.”120 Making a collaborative project with Arrernte people in the CBD of Alice Springs gave 

us, as a group, a framework to experiment with and subvert public space and infrastructure. We 

re-imagined a place as somewhere people could come together differently — distinct from the 

kind of divisive situations seen in much of the Alice Springs CBD. “Struggling public spaces that 

wish to obliterate the black body”121 It gave us time to be immersed in experiencing that site 

together, working there together, as racialized bodies. The location of Apmere Angkentye-kenhe 

informed the work, and in turn the way the temporary presence of Apmere Angkentye-kenhe 

altered the social use of space in its immediate surroundings.  

 

Deborah Bird Rose stated that “a place-centered study will not let you ignore the people who 

are there.”122 A collaborative creative research practice that doesn’t ignore the people who are 

there, teaches that Everything is about Land. The experience of being an artist in Mparntwe, 

and working alongside First Nations people invites many occasions to fathom this weight. As a 

result, everywhere in Australia is revealed as beholden to the same naked priory right sensed 

afresh, the cities, the farmland in regional Victoria made ‘blank’ so long ago. As MK put it: “still 

now, there is no piece of land, anywhere in Australia, that doesn’t have someone to speak on 

its behalf. It doesn’t matter how built over it is. There is somebody there everywhere, no matter 

where.”123 An assertion made by the Apmere Angkentye-kenhe group is the need to get the 

specificities of the language of with whom you are speaking correct; you might do this “by 

simply asking someone where they are from!”124 

 

 
                                                
120 Tess Lea et al., “Being Moved (On): The Biopolitics of Walking in Australia’s Frontier Towns,” Radical History 
Review, 2012, https://doi.org/10.1215/01636545-1598042. 
121 Lauren Berlant, “Claudia Rankine by Lauren Berlant,” BOMB - Artists in Conversation (blog), 2014, 
http://bombmagazine.org/article/10096/claudia-rankine. 
122 Deborah Bird Rose, “Writing Place,” in Writing Histories: Imagination and Narration (Clayton, Vic: Monash 
University Publishing, 2009). 
123 Turner, Iwenhe Tyerrtye. 114. 
124 Sylvia Neale, Margaret Kemarre Turner, and Amelia Turner, “Angkentye Anwerne-Kenhe Impene Anthurre | Our 
Language Is Essential - NAIDOC Public Forum” (Alice Springs, N.T, 2017). 
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CHAPTER SIX - LANGUAGE AND LISTENING  
 

“Words are events, they do things, change things. They transform both speaker and 

hearer; they feed energy back and forth and amplify it. They feed understanding or 

emotion back and forth and amplify it.” - Ursula Le Guin 

 

If people talk rubbish-way to Land, the Land can feel it and gets very hurt. It’s very 

important to respect the Land’s sacredness. Never to treat it with disrespect, even by 

talking.” – Margaret Kemarre Turner125 

 

“I consider everything I say to be a spell and that’s why I’m very careful about what I 

say”126  

 

WHY LANGUAGES? 

This project has woken an idea of language as a music that could ‘play’ those who use it, as 

much as words are notes to be composed by its users – a way to think about language as an 

agent in a redistribution of power. An interest in settler relationships to Indigenous languages, 

is an interest in the music that relationship can and could produce. The project works with the 

potential that non-Indigenous Australian investment and involvement in, and support of the 

continent Australia’s Indigenous languages, could be an element in a radical reorganisation of 

the political and economic approach to this land, people and resources. It asks how people 

born into the linguistic mainframe can decode its rigorous English-centrism so that the intricate 

and intimate alterity of the original languages in which this this continent was conceived can 

flourish to tell its stories and shape its future.  

 

Among an introduction to the way in which the Western knowledge canon began to be 

decolonised from within in ‘Methodology of the oppressed’, Chela Sandoval points to how the 

“expanding access to other “third” world language-scapes functioned to make ever more 

obvious the historically constructed limits by which Western thought, psychology, and culture 

were bounded.”127 As a refocus across this continent on its Indigenous languages emerges on 

behalf of both Indigenous people and supporters, careful attention and respect for the value of 

these knowledges and their custodians must be shown, among an understanding of the painful 

histories associated with knowledge extraction.  

                                                
125 Turner, Iwenhe Tyerrtye. 114. 
126 Charlie Sofo, “"I Consider Everything I Say to Be a Spell and That Is Why I’m Very Careful about What I Say.”,” 
Tweet, @_charlie (blog), 2015. 
127 Chela Sandoval, Methodology of the Oppressed. [Electronic Resource], Theory out of Bounds: V. 18 
(Minneapolis : University of Minnesota Press, c2000., 2000). 5. 
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Asking why to maintain Indigenous languages will produce different results from distinct 

subjectivities - the rationale for many First Nations people is well-documented and not up for 

interrogation in this work. I touched on these ideas in chapter two – describing the absolute 

association with identity literally grounded in language. In ‘Iwenhe Tyerrtye’, MK Turner 

discusses how although she speaks and understands other languages, all of her knowledge 

comes through Akarre, the language that is “born out of the living flesh of the Land”128 that she 

was born as a part of. Australia wide - in the context of colonisation and stolen generations 

these are extremely lucky identities to have maintained. Having language is by no means the 

classic experience of Indigeneity in contemporary Australia, but where it has been possible, it 

is a cherished relation and incredible efforts in reawakening languages are being made across 

the country. The interest for Apmere Angkentye-kenhe, as I will further discuss in this chapter, 

was to test and contribute to generating a potential framework for an interrelational valuing of 

language knowledge, and to examine the potential associated unlearning or ontological shifts. 

As geographer Doreen Massey posits “our identities, are constituted in and through those 

engagements, those practices of interaction. Identities are forged in and through relations 

(which include non-relations, absences and hiatuses). In consequence, they are not rooted or 

static, but mutable ongoing productions.”129 

 
What creates the conditions for some settlers in Central Australia to undertake dedicated 

learning journeys with languages and what enables most not to? Interviewee Noah130 stated, “I 

                                                
128 Turner, Iwenhe Tyerrtye. 195. 
129 Doreen Massey, “Geographies of Responsibility,” Geografiska Annaler: Series B, Human Geography 86, no. 1 
(March 1, 2004): 5–18. 1.  
130 In late 2016 for the purposes of writing a conference paper I conducted a series of interviews with settlers at 
various stages of learning Pitjantjatjara which I will cite throughout this chapter. The interviews were fairly open 
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believe the conditions under which people don't learn language are economic.” It would follow 

that we find individuals making implicit sets of decisions about the relevant economic value 

and the portability of the investments. In my interview with Noah we discussed the significant 

time investment inherent to language learning and speculated at the weighing up of 

investment return an individual might make. We see this value discourse playing out across 

Australia with regard to which languages are prioritised in schools. I would propose that those 

who have seriously undertaken learning Indigenous languages have been able to pursue this 

objective given certain privileges, and seeking other forms of value than monetary. The irony 

then comes with the observation that bilingual settler’s skills coupled with their other forms of 

literacy and competency with navigating dominant information systems, place them in high 

demand with positive social and economic benefits flowing to them.  

 

At the very least having completed a perfunctory language course becomes a line on a CV 

which stands to benefit the career of the settler, with little pragmatic worth. Thus, this 

economic value system allows for settlers to benefit from Indigenous knowledges while the 

brutal expectations of a competitive capital logic mean that Indigenous people – except 

perhaps in comparatively tiny pockets of arts and cultural industry - are more likely to be 

subjugated as a result of this distinct knowledge, and blamed for their own exclusion from 

mainstream economic participation. Butt notes a comparison; within settler capitalism, 

knowledge is instrumental, assessed for the use value it has in the present moment, whereas 

“in indigenous epistemologies knowledge is commonly viewed as what Māori call a taonga 

tuku iho, a gift from the ancestors to the present.”131 He contends that according to this 

structure “More important is who the knowledge is transferred to and whether their use of that 

knowledge will help maintain the entire knowledge system.”132 

                                                                                                                                                     
discussions prompted by a series of questions interrogating their motivations for and experiences of learning 
Pitjantjatjara in their various contexts. 
131 Danny Butt, “Local Knowledge: Place and New Media Practice,” Leonardo 39, no. 4 (July 10, 2006): 323–26, 
https://doi.org/10.1162/leon.2006.39.4.323. 325. 
132 Butt. 325. 
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In Central Australia settlers are relieved133 to put Aboriginal people in positions of authority for 

once in the context of language learning – as tested via the ‘fifty word challenges’ at Apmere 

Angkentye-kenhe. And then people are deeply challenged by the vulnerability that being in 

learning mode reveals. Many people agree it’s an impressive and noble thing to do to learn, 

but haven’t personally invested the time or have a suite of excuses at the ready, to 

themselves, to others. Sometimes these excuses seem like thinly veiled racism. For example, 

as came up often in my interactions around Apmere Angkentye-kenhe, the tackling of Arandic 

orthographies turned out to be a revealing sticking point. People herald the supposed 

impenetrable difficulty of Arrernte in its written form as the greatest hurdle to engaging with the 

language at all. I encountered a sense on behalf of many - including some Arrernte people - 

that the language had been further stolen by disguising it in this complex orthography. In 

settlers, this often manifested as a kind of righteous indignation, “I would learn it but the 

linguists have done us a dis-service!” or a bewildered sense that it was beyond their capacity. 

Having come to know the sounds of the language I struggle to see how it could be annotated 

much more simply. It has approximately twenty consonant sounds not found in English. 

English speakers cannot seem to accept that it is a system unto itself, not created for us. 

 

Perhaps some people in this space are more comfortable keeping their relationships across 

difference in the facile institute of ‘professional’. Perhaps what a person might digest alongside 

a language learning journey would only serve to compromise their ability to function as an 

effective worker within certain existing systems? Maybe a journey into intimate things, into 

                                                
133 Beth Sometimes, “Language Is a Map” (Place, Politics, Privilege, Melbourne, 2017). 
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intimate hardships starts to defrag the mainframe to the point that this reality will no longer 

compute. Clients aka victims lacking agency to be worked upon will become complex agents. 

Who is in an economic position to learn and what has enabled that moment for them will have 

huge impact on the kind of learning journey they are able to go on. In “The politics of 

translation” Gayatri Spivak distinguishes between languages learned in an extractive, 

anthropological sense versus language learned in a way that enables the discussion of 

intimate things with another person. This, precisely articulates the site where the enormous 

potentiality for the kindred learning and unlearning occurs.  

 

What emerged almost defiantly in the rationale for learning of the individuals I interviewed – 

particularly those who had been learners of Pitjantjatjara for the longest time - was joy. Joy as 

a defiant underpinning incentive to relate and the unquestionable and emotive reward of the 

undertaking. Defiant, because of the sense that the political scene in which the transaction 

occurs is so loaded that it can interrupt the opportunity to savour the exuberance of learning a 

new language, and at once produces the exuberance due to its unlikelihood. The excitement 

when a new word is revealed, open new imaginary space, the mysterious possibilities at the 

imaginary edge, the exuberance of reaching understanding across epistemic difference. 

 
Non-Indigenous Pitjantjatjara-speaker Patrick speaks about Anangu introducing him to 

someone new and using language as the defining characteristic above other shared 

experiences, describing him as “wangka uti" someone who speaks clearly. He speculated that 

“it must mean something yeah, but I don’t fully understand - they’re telling the other person 

something, that’s more than just about language because the other person can already tell 

that, I’m already speaking.” He also spoke about Aboriginal people from other language 

groups who will place importance and identity on a whitefella who speaks ‘in language’134 and 

                                                
134 ‘In language’ has become Aboriginal English in many contexts for ‘spoken/written in an Aboriginal Language’ 
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how hugely identity-forming it is. In their eyes, the language becomes a major characteristic of 

who you are.  

 
LISTENING DIFFERENTLY  

Apmere Angkentye-kenhe positioned language learning as a potential site to listen differently 

or to sense alternative ways of understanding existence in the nearby. Working with the 

premise that language is formed as a vessel for ontological and epistemological frameworks, 

the project aimed to generate a space for others to behold that vessel as it is in operation in 

Mparntwe. The project sought to position Indigenous language knowledge as pragmatic, 

activating and divergently useful for different people in different ways. I found apt echoes in 

Elizabeth Povinelli and Karrabing Film Collective’s descriptions of their desire to reinvigorate 

uses for traditional knowledges in the contemporary. It also positioned itself as a vessel for 

unknowing a western monolingual way of relating to place and people - as an intervention into 

the current state where things are usually going the other way. This occurs at a time when 

‘closing the gap’ means closing a gap towards a western way of being, not just in health 

statistics but as a broader assimilatory approach to policy. When the focus is always veered 

toward the marginalised and the issues faced by numerous groups from other cultural or 

linguistic backgrounds - the dominant can be left invisible from the discourse – the hype blasts 

images of otherness while the (hegemonic) water135 keeps being invisible to the fishes in the 

main stream.  

 

                                                
135 Metaphor inspired by: David Foster Wallace, This Is Water: Some Thoughts, Delivered on a Significant 
Occasion, about Living a Compassionate Life (Hachette UK, 2009). 
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“While belief and value – or more exactly, divergent epistemologies and the socioeconomic 

and legal apparatuses that support them-are at the heart of the conflict, mobile Western 

economy and its epistemologies have been miraculously separated from the discussion. 

Western beliefs are not on the examining table. Instead, land conflicts are framed as the 

necessary compromises that need to be made as the nation-state tries to balance tolerance 

for multicultural perspectives with the necessities of economic development.”136  

 

About 14 years ago I first attended a ‘women’s business’ ceremony camp out near Pukatja, in 

the Anangu Pitjantjatjara Yankunytjatjara Lands. I was in every way a total beginner, and my 

beginner mind was on constant refresh and in an assumption-less absorption mode. It was 

visceral and cerebral, and there I engaged with profoundly other ways of interpreting and 

performing reality. The act of dipping an Arnott’s scotch finger in billy tea became a sensorial 

refuge of glowing familiarity in a marathon of intensive alterity. A piranpa woman explained her 

perspective on the style in which Pitjantjatjara culture is passed along. She said that the 

totality was presented in the act of performing ceremony and other practice, dished up whole. 

And that discovering the implications of the words, the moves and the fullness of the meaning 

its relationship to people, time and land was a life-long process like slowly peeling an orange. 

You get given the orange whole and it’s up to you to peel it. The orange analogy helped me 

understand when women say to me nyuntu ninti pulka (you are very knowledgeable) - I have 

seen many things over the years, but understanding them will take much longer.  

 

The primary and most crucial course of action in learning language is to listen. Is it possible to 

decouple the act of listening from the metaphorical implications of listening - a bond created in 

language? To learn language, is to be a bit like a baby. It is to spend a lot of time listening to 

sounds, or interpreting signs - in non-formalised settings - that we cannot initially make 

meaning from, which itself is a kind of meaning, a void of meaning which we fill in a variety of 

ways as humans, with our imaginations, insecurities and particular sets of expectations. 

“When we listen to a language being spoken, we don’t hear it like a machine, which would take 

in all the sounds and analyse them in a completely trained way. We hear with educated ears, 

which have been trained to hear certain sounds as important and to reject others as just 

background noise.”137 As it is with phonetic nuance it is with political listening. As our ears 

have been educated to be filters for meaning making, so too we engage filters when selecting 

the stories to give attention, in a saturated narrative warzone. Can audio listening and sound 

art offer an abstract training in the giving of attention? Describing the perspective of pioneering 

composer/sound artist Pauline Oliveros, Frank describes “the challenge is to expand the field 

                                                
136 Povinelli, “Do Rocks Listen?” 514. 
137 Gavan Breen, “Arunta and Aranda and Arrernte: Why Do We Spell It like That?,” Unpublished, n.d. 
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of what we consciously internalize, minimizing the field of things heard but not listened to, 

deeming every distant vibration and sigh as valuable as a speech utterance.”138 

 

DOUBLE IMAGE 

I suggest Indigenous language learning may augment the formation of a ‘double image’ in the 

case of white settlers, creating a position from which to perceive one’s racialized self and gain 

insight into the privileges of a monolingual dominant system and its associated injustices, in 

order to contribute to challenging that system. The idea was first discussed by African 

American writer D.B.E Du Bois, who described “a peculiar sensation, this double-

consciousness, this sense of always looking at one’s self through the eyes of others, of 

measuring one’s soul by the tape of a world that looks on in amused contempt and pity. One 

ever feels his two-ness”139  As discussed by numerous scholars of critical whiteness and 

filtered through to the many think pieces, blogs and advice columns available online, the 

forming of an idea of oneself as racially white and not simply in the unmarked default position 

is a critical part of the unlearning of privileges of whiteness. This chapter gives inklings as to 

how language learning might be a catalyst for that, and the direct ways I can report are via 

exposure and respectful curiosity in other logics, tone, rhythms that confound immediate 

readability to an outsider. More directly still is when you begin to understand the nuanced 

ways in which people speak about white people – overt to any person of colour, but affective 

to a white subject first experiencing that. Pakeha, piranpa, walypala, warlpele, balanda, seen, 

other, outsider, different.  

 

A GAP OPENS UP 

There are all the general arguments for learning multiple languages concerning metalinguistic 

awareness140, increased tolerance for ambiguity of meaning141, attunement to languages 

influence on subjectivities, general cognitive dexterity, opening the mind to epistemic alterity, 

but I suggest that the experience of learning Indigenous language can augment an 

understanding of power relations, or catalyse a “rearrangement of desire”142. These are not 

available experiences for everyone, or made likely by current circumstances, but opportunities 

of great potential. 

 

                                                
138 Priscilla Frank, “We Need Experimental Music to Teach Us How to Listen, Now More Than Ever,” Huffington 
Post: Arts and Culture (blog), November 30, 2016, http://www.huffingtonpost.com.au/entry/pauline-oliveros-deep-
listening_us_583c4797e4b000af95eee137. 
139 W. E. B. Du Bois, The Souls of Black Folk, Unabridged edition (New York: Dover Publications, 1994). 
140 John Hajek and Yvette Slaughter, Challenging the Monolingual Mindset, Multilingual Matters: 156 (Bristol : 
Multilingual Matters, [2015], 2015). 
141 Amy Thompson, “How Learning a New Language Improves Tolerance,” The Conversation, accessed January 3, 
2017, http://theconversation.com/how-learning-a-new-language-improves-tolerance-68472. 
142 Spivak, “Righting Wrongs.” 558. 
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We learn, and, in the act of translation - we unlearn. In the moment of translation, a mind will 

spend, even just a little longer lingering in concept, the thinker moves across the idea, in an 

act of reconfiguration, and in this act of reconstructing meaning, a gap opens up. And this gap 

- ntaripe - this metaphor that haunts Australia – is the pedagogical site, reconstituted with 

language as the ‘hyphen’, “that stroke that both enforces difference and makes the link 

between.”143 The hyphen’s space, Jones and Jenkins elaborate “does not demand destructive 

good understanding; indeed, it is a space that insists on ignorance and therefore a perpetual 

lack of clarity and certainty.”144 A comfort in uncertainty is necessary in learning new 

languages, and necessary in unraveling coloniality. 

 

 
To just listen is nothing if there are not frameworks upon which to hang what is heard. And to 

disregard what cannot be hung, is not listening. My argument here is confirmed wholly in the 

words of piranpa educator Sam Osborne in his articulation of the Pitjantjatjara term ‘kulini’. 

“Learning Pitjantjatjara language has been one of the most powerful avenues for informing a 

deeply personal – and at times painful process of critical self-reflection. Engaging the 

principals of kulini as methodology reframes ethical listening in Anangu terms and it informs a 

shift from deficit thinking and discourse about the other, toward Rigney and Heming’s notion of 

a truly transformative reconciliation.”145 

 

                                                
143 Jones and Jenkins, “Rethinking Collaboration.” 482. 
144 Jones and Jenkins. 482. 
145 Sam Osborne, “Public Lectures: Research Unit for Indigenous Languages,” December 8, 2017, 
http://arts.unimelb.edu.au/indiglang/ruil-in-action/public-lectures. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN - CONCLUDING DISCUSSION  
 
In this concluding discussion, I would like to briefly build on a number of ideas that the making 

of Apmere Angkentye-kenhe explored or implicated. Firstly, I would like to further unpack how 

the project functioned as art – the dexterity of the form to work with the social imaginary, and 

revisit a temporal understanding of the work. Secondly, I will revisit the problematics hailed in 

Chapter Three with regard to liberal multicultural frames, describing where the project walked 

the knife edge risking implication into the exact hazards it sought to avoid. Thirdly I will discuss 

Apmere Angkentye-kenhe and the implications of the research for relationships of local 

responsibility and listening on behalf of settlers – intimating the complications and 

philosophical double-binds into which we are tethered.  

 

THE DEXTERITY OF ART AS A METHOD 

The Arrernte collaborators on Apmere Angkentye-kenhe have long been trying to realise a 

fairly fundamental set of objectives wherever possible, and this ‘art’ project made available 

new bodies, allowed a new moment and set of languages within which for that to happen. In a 

sense, you could argue that art, in this instance, was doing work that governments had failed 

to provide structure for. Although artistic practice of course brings its own institutional 

baggage, what transpired as Apmere Angkentye-kenhe circumvented bureaucracy and 

enabled a politically mobile response. Designing and funding what came to be deemed by 

some Alice Springs residents - both Arrernte and non - as the critical social project of hosting 

cultural exchange – as art, arguably led to dexterity in form and function. To an outside 

observer, the project may have been only a few shades off the tone of something produced 

unambiguously as an Indigenous Language Centre, but the internal mechanisms of the 

process, and how they mapped onto the way we attended a public were primed by an 

aesthetically informed approach to making. Characteristic of social practice and non-

commodified forms, the grammar of its internal and external dialogue forms a critical element 

of its work. The kinds of freedoms and reflexivities afforded within art’s conventions generated 

some internal awareness of performances of political agency, for the observance of affect, and 

for it to be multiple things to multiple people – a redistribution of subjectivities and a 

nourishment from agonism. Art can act as a prism for a multiplicity of ontologies, open up 

possibilities for perception or fresh readings.  

As discussed in chapter three, these ideas fit classically with Grant Kester’s model of a 

dialogical art practice, a way of framing it derived from the Russian literary theorist Mikhail 

Bakhtin “who argued that the work of art can be viewed as a kind of conversation; a locus of 
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differing meanings, interpretations and points of view.”146 Art, conventionally avoids solutions – 

and perhaps in so doing redistributes agency. Here we see how art can – at its best – hold its 

contradictions within its labour. What manifests as tension between modern art’s call to 

deconstruct/abstract/carve ‘new’ ground and an awareness of for abstraction to be violent if 

positioned so as to imprison or regulate the possibility for knowing through its cultural and 

class conventions, is dispersed in a considered approach to the social. 

How Apmere Angkentye-kenhe was actively defined or described as art became less 

important to me as the objectives of the project established themselves – ‘art’ seems like a 

meaningful term to be deployed where it has affect upon a scene. I feel the need to discuss it 

as art, as an artist, in certain circumstances – but I don’t feel the need for other people to 

discuss it as art. It is useful as whatever people define it as, and that dexterity in turn defines it. 

While I had little sense in the initial iteration that Apmere Angkentye-kenhe needed to be 

accountable to an art world and my utmost concern was accountability to broader Arrernte 

communities, it may have something useful to offer an ‘art world’ as the project continues. 

 

Where the money comes from - and making work of this scale does require money – will of 

course affect what the work is. For work of this nature one could fund it with ‘Indigenous 

money’ via a range of sources – which, horrifyingly, I still have more knowledge of how to 

access than most of my collaborators or, as I feel more comfortable doing with ‘art money’. 

What expectations and possibilities are attached to these different sources of income? This is 

something the project can continue to test. There is always the risk that particular links in the 

funding chain, start to perceive the project as a solution to their own institutional problems, and 

seek to actively influence the direct or public perception of the work. These risks are incentive 

to keep the work moving, twisting, defying, to change in order to stay the same – in that the 

objectives of Arrernte people have been the same but the system seems to keep finding new 

ways to either corrupt it, or not do it. 

 

SPECULATIVE FUTURES IN THE PRESENT IMAGINARY  

In his analysis of the discourse between art and anthropology, anthropologist Roger Sansi 

explores the idea of the ‘gift’, an aspect of which he characterises as “a form of exchange 

dedicated to the construction of social relations instead of the production of objects, making 

people out of things instead of things out of people.”147 Sansi goes on to explain how “In the 

gift, artists and anthropologists have encountered the proof and promise of a different form of 

life.” He says, “The utopian promise of art and anthropology seems to remain always 

suspended at the level of possibility” but goes on to quotes Rancière’s observation that it is 

                                                
146 Kester, “Conversation Pieces,” January 1, 2012. 
147 Sansi, “Ethnography and Utopia.” 157. 
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“precisely by imagining possibilities, alternatives, new distributions of the sensible, or we could 

say, by building devices and prototypes, that politics begins.” In the language of optimism, it is 

a nuanced temporal distinction defining when the difference transpires. If at Apmere 

Angkentye-kenhe we aspired to prepare ‘students’ for a world we wish to see, it is not an 

imaginary ‘better’ world in the future but a world where students see the world differently now. 

“And the field of social practice emerges as an event of encounter, a dispositive that does not 

only represent a preexisting reality but performs a new, possible world.”148 

 

The shed felt to me, as backed up by anecdotal responses from collaborators and visitors, like 

an enchanting place, where Arrernte people felt at home – respected, and settlers and visitors 

felt respectful and interested. To see an Alice where the mechanisms described in chapter two 

are not grinding as they are, is an option in the present. One could say it is idealistic, this 

proposition for uptake of languages as a foundational framework for being in place attentively - 

as discussed above - and yet, as a goal, it is alive in a public imagination. We must think about 

the temporality of that endeavour. So much of the narrative of progress is framed toward the 

future – in obvious contexts such as the rebranded Northern Territory Intervention policy 

‘Stronger Futures’. The way we discursively construct time itself thus enacts upon our actions 

in unseen ways. Culture is worked at through the imagination149. Place is an ‘ongoing 

production.’150 I invite a return here to what I began to describe in Chapter Three, the call is to 

examine what we have and see it for what it can do in the present – to innovate the present, 

resisting tether to a modernist conception of progress. What is here now? How can we see 

differently now?  

 

TOO NICE 

On the current surface, progressive Australia seems a touch more enthusiastic in its support 

for certain aspects of indigeneity including languages. In that way - and this was felt in local 

settler participation and social media responses - the project sits nicely into something the 

broader political context is ready for. But, as touched on in chapter two there is the risk that 

languages are not supported to hold political discourse in a way that actually means 

something to a broader political scene. It’s all very well to acknowledge that language matters, 

but to say: “we need the infrastructure to make bilingualism viable” is a profound structural 

shift. Pointing to the need for the infrastructure to support a multilingual governance system 

sits less comfortably within the dominant way of viewing things. One purpose of the focus on 

language is to point to what a monolingual governance system looks like. As Nikita Dhawan 

                                                
148 Sansi. 162. 
149 Diane Austin-Broos, Arrernte Present, Arrernte Past, 2009, 
http://www.press.uchicago.edu/ucp/books/book/chicago/A/bo5945818.html. 
150 Doreen Massey, “Landscape as a Provocation,” Journal of Material Culture 11, no. 1/2 (March 2006): 33–48. 1.  
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positions it: “the task of the postcolonial feminist-as-critic would be to make transparent the 

structures of power that block, inhibit and invalidate counter-narratives.”151 The conversations 

surrounding and amplified by the presence of Apmere Angkentye-kenhe regarding bilingual 

education, use of interpreters, integration of Arrernte into various systems and signage are all 

about the methods by which systems may be shifted and changed to reflect a more plural 

approach to understanding place, people and relations, and enabling dexterous recognition of 

experience. 

 
An assertion made by my collaborators throughout the project has been that language ought 

to always be taught directly by Arrernte people so the nature of that exchange would be 

moderated, mediated, controlled and defined by Arrernte people. Many settlers, friends, 

associates encountering the project suggest theoretically excellent ideas for innovative ways 

language and language learning could be inserted into a settler life in this context, be it sound, 

video, other technology based ideas, online, broadcast via radio, interactive signage around 

town. All manner of clever ideas have come my way since this project went public, but one of 

the key messages that has come from the collaborators on the project is that until people feel 

secure that they are being enabled to teach their own children and grandchildren language 

and raise them within culturally appropriate constructs, the position from which to teach 

outsiders is on shaky ground. 

 

                                                
151 Nikita Dhawan, “Hegemonic Listening and Subversive Silences: Ethical-Political Imperatives,” Critical Studies 
36, no. 1 (August 2012): 47–60. 59.  
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Figure 16: Posters, magnets and stickers produced as sellable objects as part of Apmere Angkentye-kenhe. 

Photograph by Beth Sometimes. 

 

REDEMPTION BY MERCHANDISE 

One overt way this tension was materialised within the project in the selling of the 

‘merchandise’ which functioned as language learning resources and platforms for political 

messaging. For example, could the mwekarte function in some cases – like Aboriginal art 

often can – as a way for settlers to purchase a kind of redemption from colonial complicity? 

Would some of those mwekarte conversations be postures, the hat-wearer performing fresh 

knowledge in the semi-conscious pursuit of social capital in being seen to be doing the right 

thing? This posturing – albeit cringe inducing – is evidence of a value economy that is shifting, 

and whether that value shift has real implications for the redistribution of power should be a 

part of those discussions, on the street, every day.  
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Aware of the project via social media, people contacted us from around Australia wanting to 

purchase language learning resources and the other merchandise the project produced, 

including people who don’t live and have never lived in Arrernte country. What are people 

reading into the commodities of this knowledge project, from afar? Does this signify an 

attachment of desire onto an imaginary possibility of ‘doing good’? How could we rearrange 

this desire? My advice to people, given sensitively, was to discover more about the local 

situation for languages where they lived, suggesting they look into that first. Perhaps where 

they are living the languages are still sleeping or in very tender stages of reawakening and not 

open for access by non-Indigenous outsiders? But perhaps there is some way to volunteer 

energy or finances to the work afoot. And what locally? Now that the fifty words poster 

occupies many a middle-class toilet wall and the magnets brighten many a fridge, what work 

do those items continue to do? 

 

 
Figure 17: Label included with all merchandise sold at Apmere Angkentye-kenhe.  

 

REIMPOSING RUBRICS OF ABORIGINALITY 

There was a danger the project imposed on certain Arrernte people. It bore similarity to the 

dynamic imposed on people via native title hearings as discussed by Patrick Wolfe,152 whereby 

people were tested against external rubrics for their knowledge of land and cultural practices 

of relating to land. Through the process of hearings relating to ‘continuous connection’ to Land, 

                                                
152 Patrick Wolfe, Traces of History: Elementary Structures of Race (Verso, 2016). 
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this knowledge was weaponised by an emergent state power. These practices served to divide 

groups competing laterally over land. They further de-privileged the Aboriginal people who had 

either been forced – through child removal practices and other separations of families – or 

through making decisions with the best intentions influenced by what was more likely to 

guarantee survival at the time - to move away from those knowledges. Suddenly these 

knowledges became valuable. In this way, a new wave of valuing language being seen in this 

moment positions those holding Indigenous language knowledge as ‘more Aboriginal’ and this 

project activated some of these tensions in Mparntwe. We, the project needs to find new 

language to acknowledge past traumas without re-traumatising, to incorporate sensitivity to 

that, as was suggested to me by project collaborator Margaret Carew: “English is an Aboriginal 

language” and I have since heard afresh in the sentiments of many First Nations voices from 

across Australia and beyond. I have understood this refers to both Standard English as 

deployed by First Nations people and ‘Aboriginal ways of using English’ or ‘Aboriginal 

Englishes’. As described by Diana Eades, “meanings in Aboriginal English words are deeply 

rooted in Aboriginal cultures”.153  

 

THE LIBERAL QUICKSAND 

The project still sits on the edge of the risk that it will function for some users as comfortably 

unchallenging to a liberal multicultural framework that ‘celebrates’ diversity, languages and 

difference but does little to destabilise the English speaking, white mainstream. As it moves 

forward, the exact problematics discussed in chapter three continue to trouble the work. As 

flagged the potential for Indigenous knowledge to be appropriated or used as an offset 

‘decoration’ against the need for deeply challenging and making fundamental shifts in power 

structures is tangible. In this sense, a little bit of knowledge can be dangerous – as identified in 

chapter six, Arrernte or other Indigenous language knowledge can stand to benefit a settler if 

not imbibed along with the full potentiality for that risk. As the project moves forward beyond 

this write-up we will continue to interrogate how safety and generative trouble-making around 

these fragile knowledge economies can be embedded into the process. It is a question of 

responsibility. 

 

RESPONSE & RESPONSIBILITY  

Bunurong writer and historian Bruce Pascoe, in his 2016 Linus address said that:  

 

“All the riches of the oldest human culture on earth is available to Australians; very little 

of it is prohibited to the uninitiated or those of a different race. We’re not inviting a 

second dispossession of our culture but an awakening of the nation to the land itself. We 

                                                
153 Eades, Aboriginal Ways of Using English. 3. 
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can all love it and care for it, we can love and care for each other. We need non-

Aboriginal Australians to love the land.”154  

 

And Land, as MK teaches, is not distinct from Language. Here Pascoe signals awareness of 

the danger, a danger Apmere Angkentye-kenhe or any similar undertaking carries. How do we 

hold this danger in our work, hold that which must be uncomfortable to perform its task? This 

knowledge cannot really be anything amounting to ‘Australian’ or in our case Central 

Australian knowledge until fundamental ruptures have been acknowledged. Until what could 

arguably be constituted as a war, is over.  

 

What responsibilities are engendered in the relationships that vitalize that gifting of knowledge, 

including an involved investment in language learning? Can something that is bound up in the 

process necessarily keep the transaction ‘safe’ or non-exploitative, or is it dependent on the 

person and the way they conduct themselves along the learning journey? Safe for who and 

what constitutes safety? And is safety useful? The propositions that I have made throughout 

this journey and especially in chapter six implicate the associated unknowing that comes with 

the intimacy of learning with, doing with and being with. I am suggesting that learning 

language and other cultural knowledge, also teaches the requisite responsibility so those 

knowledges will be respected. I have never proposed it is a singular method for this 

unknowing, but it is a rich one, and appropriate to this place, depending on one’s position.  

 

I have implied that language learning and associated relation could catalyse a consequentiality 

into being in place, and the specifics of relating to this place. I have thought through Chris 

Kraus’s idea of “radical localism”155 in art, and I think there is much to be gained through 

commitment to specific places in a way that asks what you can give to a place rather than get 

from a place. What I want to briefly problematise is how we configure responsibility spatially, in 

the context of mobility and imaginary mobility. It is an imaginative challenge to position 

ourselves as interrelated with the earth and all that it comprises – as a philosophical 

underpinning to approach climate change, inequity, refugee crises, racism, living. In an essay 

examining the geography of our political responsibilities, of which I am just at the nascent 

stage of reading, Doreen Massey unpacks a spatial understanding of responsibility. She 

describes how place is so often configured as the victim of globalization, and with it the 

traditional, the cultural, the feminine, the ‘at home’, in a way that diminishes the responsibility 

or agency within the relationship between the local and global. Places, she argues, “are also 

the moments through which the global is constituted, invented, co-ordinated, produced. They 

                                                
154 Pascoe, “We Are the Australians, We Have the Power.” 
155 Maria Miranda, “Working in the Field of Artist-Run Initiatives: Watching, Listening, and Feeling,” Unlikely, no. 2 
(2017), http://unlikely.net.au/issue-2/working-in-the-field-of-aris. 
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are “agents” in globalisation.”156 She discusses how this “exclusive meaningfulness of the 

local, has been reinforced by post-colonialism and poststructuralism through a wariness of 

meta-narratives.”157 What she sets up, hints for me at my own over-focus on the violence of 

globalization as force, revealing a new spatial possibility for the agency of language at work as 

a character of place. In this way, our ‘responsibility’ is not to a spatially tethered dying 

otherwise but to a mobile agent in the global construction of reality. 

 

WHERE TO FROM HERE FOR APMERE ANGKENTYE-KENHE?  

Making Apmere Angkentye-kenhe was an abundant experience to consider and make 

available situations for my initial enquires to be experimented with, moved around, ploughed, 

shared. What matters is whether it successfully materialised this for the other people in and 

around the work, and whether it continues to stay fluid with the ethical challenges it sets itself. 

There is much to always be held in observant balance, for example the danger that an over-

emphasis on Indigenous knowledge in the collaborative relationship will mean that I’m not 

bringing people with me on my learning journey and what that could do for them. Hopefully it 

manifests through the practice. Talking through this thesis with my collaborators as it nears 

completion becomes a site for the work to grow from next, the potential opening of doors for 

our mutual understandings of what the work becomes. Rich with the iceberg of thought I have 

amassed here beneath the practice, it is now my task also to stay fresh and accountable to 

new possibilities the process will uncover. From the communities surrounding the work we 

receive frequent requests for copies of the poster, enquiries as to when the shed will reopen, 

offers of volunteer support – there is welcome enthusiasm out there. As I finish this writing the 

project has been successful with two major grants from Australia Council for the Arts and Arts 

NT; activity is all about to kick off once more.  

 

This practice has been always in correspondence with a reticence toward or distrust for the 

knowledge producing fields which have been historically extractive or reinforcing of 

hierarchies, harmful to the communities I work among, and that I have explicitly sought to 

avoid. This is illusory as much as it is real; as one works deeper into the theory, finding 

allegiance, recognising through-lines of solidarity, and patterns of resistance, there is great 

recognition and liberating discourse. I have found an engagement with theory freeing in that it 

elaborates frameworks with which to think through the conundrums, the messy ambiguities, 

the double binds and the brutal inequities. The challenge is to not let the delve into theory take 

the social practitioner away from the lived and thus away from the possibility for it to do work 

                                                
156 Massey, “Geographies of Responsibility.” 14. 
157 Massey. 9. 
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for multiple people and not simply benefit the career of the artist. The ethical frameworks this 

research has encountered and sought out in critical theory have informed a renewed 

commitment to the ongoing practice based socially-engaged exploration of these ideas as an 

apposite method. For myself as an artist, I feel less interested in position/identity and more 

interested in how knowledge is moving around. This is de-stifling – a privilege unlearnt as loss. 

And a moment to appreciate oneself as moved by the forces it examines as much as an agent 

within them. 

 

A THEORETICALLY SHAREABLE PRACTICE 

 

“To listen, then, is to wrestle with your desire, to be vulnerable in a search for a means 

to look at yourself anew, to question how another has been imagined. There must be 

so many narrations that are never made because they do not find gradients they can 

flow towards. Narrations seek this terrain of hospitality, this context created by thirst 

and difference, this desire.” – Shveta Sarda158 

 

Throughout the thinking and writing of this project I am aware of a cyclic relationship between 

speaking and listening, knowing and unknowing. The practice is an argument for a position 

that acknowledges the finding and the forgetting, the rediscovery and the deliberate evasion. 

Once ventured so far down a certain path of enquiry, in a certain position, it serves to jump off 

and come afresh at the terrain from a new direction. And the same see saw must be traversed 

between the theory and the practice.  

 

You might catch yourself thinking, that you can’t go too far into the theory without taking your 

collaborators with you, and then you realise they know things that your theoretical musing can 

only scratch at. And that the challenge is always to keep things moving in all the ways. Shveta 

Sarda describes a positive concept of an ‘ambivalent pedagogy’: “Ambivalent pedagogic 

processes gesture towards the porosity of the boundaries between the nodes of a server and 

a learner, realized through thinking about and practicing in networked relations of knowledge 

production.”159  

 

I hope that Apmere Angkentye-kenhe was and will again be a site for sharing the possibility to 

practice an ethical kind of listening for this moment. It must collaborate with other images, 

other works, other ideas, other people and groups to enact what it might rearrange – and 

these are possibilities of proximity in Mparntwe. Embedded in the work is the sense that all 

language functions as poetry, and that poetry is the force that moves us above all else. 
                                                
158 Sarda, “‘Before Coming Here, Had You Thought of a Place like This?” 232. 
159 Sarda. 236. 
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Attentiveness to our discursive practices and how we – as societies, communities, networks of 

relation – control those of others, knowingly and unknowingly, is a writing of poetry, a 

composition of the worlds verse. Attentiveness to how language ‘plays’ us is a reciprocal 

relation of responsibility. In order to listen better it will serve to ask: from where does this 

knowledge come? To whom does it or has it once belonged? To allow things to move it will 

serve to: let things be curious, knowing there is much that your logic will not solidify.   
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APPENDIX ONE – FURTHER IMAGES FROM THE PROJECT 

 
Apmere Angkentye-kenhe key collaborator Lorrayne Gorey (center) and family. 

 

 
Carol Turner, Magdalene Marshall, Veronica Turner, Margaret Scobie and Harry Hayes. A cold day at the shed. 
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First meeting at the shed. 

 
Opening night: Apmere angkentye-kenhe. 
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Alison Ferber and granddaughter Tasinya seeing the map for the first time. 

 
School group visit Apmere Angkentye-kenhe. 
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APPENDIX TWO – APMERE ANGKENTYE-KENHE PROGRAM 
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APPENDIX THREE – CONVERSATION PREPARED FOR UN MAGAZINE 
(Printed magazine will be published in May 2018) 

ANGKENTYE ARLE AKNGERRELE 

 
Lowlee Can we just talk like now and you can record or…? 
Beth Yeah yeah yeah OK I’m recording now 
Lowlee Ye, kele. 
Beth Ye, ka… 
Lowlee Werte! 
Beth (laughs) Werte! Ayenge Arrernte akweke ware akaltye-irre….ke, no – how do I say it in the past 
tense? 
Lowlee Ke 
Beth ke, akaltye-irreke, akweke ware, ke unte arrernteke akaltye anthurre! 
Lowlee Nthakenhe unte interreme? Arrernte angkeme? 
Beth Iwehne ‘Interreme’? 
Lowlee interreme = think 
 
… 
 
Beth So what was Apmere angkentye-kenhe about? 
 
Lowlee First of all I was glad that someone come up with the idea and that was you. And Beth I was 
really happy myself for… because we don’t have anything like that for Arrernte people, we never did. 
And I really wanted to know if we can keep Apmere angkentye-kenhe going in the future or…you 
know, especially … other people has their community centre and their things in …languages from other 
places, but us in Arrernte country in Alice Springs, there is nothing like that here in Central Australia. 
You know to teach our kids and show them… culture and things that they can listen, and learn in 
videos and recordings… 
 
Beth Ye. You know my idea for Apmere angkentye-kenhe – well it wasn’t called Apmere angkentye-
kenhe because you gave it that name first, but before it was called that, before you were around to give it 
that name, my idea was really about settlers and visitors in Mparntwe, in Alice Springs and what they 
don’t know about where they are – about angkentye, about language and wondering why people come 
here and they don’t have to learn. It’s not something they have to do. Only very few people do that.  
 
Lowlee Ye. Ye. But some people who’s been living in Alice Springs for a really long time – it was good 
to see them to come and bring their children too. Like to the fifty-word challenge. Good to see them 
come along to Apmere angkentye-kenhe. 
 
Beth Ye. It really shifted when we started working together, because y’know you and other people like 
Amelia, and MK mape were like “No we think this project can also work for our kids!”  
 
Lowlee Ye. 
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Beth That was a surprise to me because I thought maybe there’s already other things looking after that 
work – and there are - a bit, especially Children’s Ground you know, but language work is not really 
being supported in big ways.  
 
Lowlee Nobody gets their kids to speak Arrernte properly anymore! You know sometimes when they 
speak wrong we have to correct them all the time! That’s why we want something to keep the language 
strong and… alive. I’d like to see Apmere angkentye-kenhe grow and become something big for Alice 
Springs people. You know there’s Arrernte teachers but they just doing it for schools and whitefella 
mape and all that – there’s no place like you know, just teach your kids in open for no pay and no 
anything you know just do… you don’t have time at home and there’s place that they can just go and 
learn, go in there with the family and sit with your kids, show them and teach them. 
 
Lowlee What made you come up with this idea, kweye? 
 
Beth Umm... well, because I was thinking a lot about what I learned when learning language with 
Pitjantjatjara people – it’s an intimate way of knowing, and understanding what’s going on for people, 
and understanding land, and understanding y’know, what’s moving people, what’s moving in this land 
and then also it helped me also understand more about colonisation and more about the huge impact I 
think that white people coming here has had on this land and people and how that still works today, in 
a kind of… lived way. Not just reading about it but living it with people. And then I thought oh I’ve 
been living here in Mparntwe in Arrernte country but I don’t speak or understand Arrernte and why can 
so many people live here on this country and not learn? So I thought, we’ve got lots to learn from each 
other… 
 
Lowlee Ye! Not only… I mean Arrernte people learning English – adults, you know, not only kids… 
 
Beth And also I think because you know I think that the question of who holds the power really in this 
country “Australia” is something that always just behind everything that everyone’s saying, about 
language about culture about land you know – who’s got the power to make decisions about those things 
and define how things are – and I think it’s easier to talk about language than it is to talk about power – 
but some of the things that we’re looking at through Apmere angkentye-kenhe are really talking about 
power. We’re talking about language, some of it really is just about language, but some of it is also about 
power. They’re hard conversations to have well. So maybe through language we can talk about value and 
whose knowledge we’re valuing and how does knowledge come… what form does knowledge come to 
people in?  
 
I was wondering if you could explain a bit more about what you said … you know when we were talking 
about what ‘decolonisation’ meant and we were talking about how it could be countries that are 
‘decolonised’ or it could be minds… and you said like teaching me Arrernte, I was wondering if you 
could tell me more what you were thinking about that? 
 
Lowlee Ye. You know like today’s kids they wanna be somebody else – other peoples from other places. 
Walk like them, talk like them. They dress like them. They wanna be them. Kweye? You know, like my 
kids the other day, you know, watching TV too much and they’re trying to be like them… 
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Beth Ah yeah, there’s so much outside influence. So how do you feel like it’s under Arrernte people’s 
control to hold on to an Arrernte way of being in the world? That seems to be something the group talk 
about a lot is like – you have to depend on what outside people choose to support? 
 
Lowlee Ye. You know everything is already inside… And we have to hold on to everything all the time, 
our knowledge and everything. But something else is always trying to you know, cover it up and make 
us forget about it …it’s really hard, but we really have to do it… nobody don’t ever go back home and 
teach their kids, teach them culture language anymore, properly, so that we can use it, nobody can do 
that – not much.  
 
Beth Ye – from what I can see, people have to be quite reliant on who will support you to do different 
things you know?   
 
Lowlee Ye like Centrelink or…  
 
Beth Ye or different government programs. Like when the government shut down Irrkelantye and made 
the kids go to mainstream schools and you didn’t have much power to change that. 
 
Lowlee Ye we don’t have any power to do anything like what we want – can’t even get our kids out of 
the school to take them, can’t even have them for a week or so to…teach them … 
 
Beth Mmm... So I started thinking when we were making Apmere angkentye-kenhe, what do I want? 
And what do this group of Arrernte people I’m working with – like unte - want? How are those things 
the same, and how are those things different you know? My idea was about shifting what whitefellas 
understand or don’t understand – because that is my you know, responsibility in some ways, or 
something I can think about – but for Arrernte people, it’s like for you to think about what it is you 
want to do or make for your people you know? So when I was listening in our meetings to what you all 
wanted to do and thinking about what I wanted to do, and I started to think about whether it was 
possible to think in a way like “what does language, what does angkentye want?” you know? To think of 
it… as something that can want or need something… MK talks about angkentye as part of people, and 
part of land, but… how do you think about that? 
 
Lowlee Language is from the Land arratye. And the people are from the Land. They’re both come from 
the Land. Ye. … 
 
Beth Or you could think, how does language hold you? Angkentye ngwinhe. Arrernte. 
 
Lowlee Language is like… my identity too… language is like, who you are you know? Really without 
language you might feel like nobody. Language is everything you know. Language and song. Dance. 
Words mean more than just words. You know those circles they make? In painting? Like that. A circle 
inside. Then a bigger one outside, and then another one outside, another one, another one… you know? 
Language does a lot of things like, with language you can connect to neighbouring countries, the next 
lands, with language you can understand each other – songs, some story – this language that language, 
different kind of language you know all the kids they picked up their own language you know? The 
modern language… 
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Beth If you were imagining this magazine that we’re writing this thing for… what do you think it 
would be or mean to put angkentye Arrernte in that magazine? Like how does that sit there? 
 
Lowlee Yekwe! Who would read it? Who would understand it?  
 
Beth Ye. I’m wondering about that too.  
 
Lowlee Ye. 
 
Beth I’m wondering does it do something? Can it do something by being unreadable you know? Can it 
make somebody think oh there’s something there but I don’t understand it you know?  
 
Lowlee Ye…  
 
Beth But there’s lots of languages. Not just apmere nhenhele. How do I say ‘lots of languages’? 
 
Lowlee Atningke. Angkentye atningke. A-t-n-i-n-g-k-e. Or mape. We oughta go camping. No 
English camp! (laughs). 
 
Beth Aye! (laughing) Arratye! Good idea…. Did you have other questions for me? 
 
Lowlee What do you think of us getting together, to do this project?  
 
Beth Well… at first I was really nervous … really shy 
 
Lowlee (laughing) Ye! 
 
Beth … around Arrernte map. ‘Cause, you know… I feel a bit more confident with Pitjantjatjara people 
‘cause I know that language but then I felt more… shy… 
 
Lowlee Aiiii! 
 
Beth And then when everybody started coming to those meetings I felt really humble like oh my god 
they trust me somehow!  
 
Lowlee Ye (laughing) 
 
Beth And so I thought OK I have to work really hard to make all these ideas happen you know?  
 
Lowlee Ye.  
 
Beth Because I felt really … like a sense of responsibility to that trust.  
 
Lowlee Ye. 
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Beth Then we worked really hard, like making that audio tour and… all those meetings… it was a big 
blur, I was really tired working all the time! But then when we opened up the shed and Arrernte people 
and non-Arrernte people were saying really great things – then…  
 
Lowlee Ye mwerre!  
 
Beth Ye I thought: Mwerre! Also sometimes along the way it was hard. For me you know? Things are 
hard here in Alice Springs. 
 
Lowlee Ye. 
 
Beth And collaborating across difference… you know sometimes like, some of you are living in… your 
lives are hard! Being a white person in this country – well things are easier for me in many ways but also 
I’m far from my family … I’m thinking about all those things. What about you? 
 
Lowlee Ye. You know I think that at home, I sit down and write Arrernte myself. Sitting around and 
thinking I can recognise you know all the things that I’ve learnt… I think to myself, why am I sitting 
here, what am I gonna do with the things I’ve learnt? Like reading in Arrernte and writing in Arrernte? 
What am I gonna do? Am I just gonna sit at home?  
 
Beth Mmm... 
 
Lowlee And then thought you know… like when we said we wanted to do everything in Arrernte. I 
thought to myself “Hey everything’s gonna be done in Arrernte here!” Alright I may as well just come 
and I thought to myself “This is somebody doing something you know for Arrernte people, and we can 
do something together.” Try writing things and you know, people gotta come and look and see that we 
can do things like reading language writing Arrernte ye.  
 
Beth Kind of like, creating value  
 
Lowlee Ye. 
 
Beth … in the broader community, creating value around language I guess – valuing knowledge 
 
Lowlee Ye. 
 
Beth Yeah, I guess that’s kind of what it’s about. 
 
Lowlee Ye! Kweye? Kele? We finished?  
 
 
Apmere angkentye-kenhe mpwaretyenhe apmere Mparntwe-nge Arrernte mapeke. Artist mape apurte-
irretyenhe tyerrtye Arrernte mapenge angkentye Arrernte rlterrke atnyenetyeke imernemele tyerrtye 
apmere arrpenhe-arenye mapeke alke. Apmere angkentye-kenhe is a social project made in collaboration by 
artists and Arrernte people, valuing Central/Eastern Arrernte as the first language of Mparntwe Alice Springs 
and examining the potential of language exchange to affect relationships with place and power relations locally. 
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Lorrayne Gorey is an Arrernte mother, grandmother, educator, translator and artist who is passionate about 
putting language and culture first in teaching Arrernte children. She currently works as one of the core team of 
Children’s Ground and was a core project advisor and artist on Apmere Angkentye-kenhe in 2017. 
 
 
Beth Sometimes is a pakeha Mparntwe - Alice Springs based artist and translator who works with people in 
various ways around what language needs and what it can do. She is closely involved with Watch This Space 
ARI and also makes zines, installations, sound work, occasional performances and pots.  
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APPENDIX FOUR – UNTHEMELE AWETYEKE – AUDIO WALKING TOUR 
 

 
 
This is a link to the walking tour created for Apmere Angkentye-kenhe. It is site-specific and 

intended for a particular route which began at the yellow shed and brought tour-goers back to 

the shed in a loop around the CBD. Have a listen – one can stream the tracks online without 

purchasing them. 

https://apmere-angkentye-kenhe.bandcamp.com/releases  


